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INTRODUCTION 
Seop© of Study 
Asphalt shingles stmiettirally are among th® weakest 
of roofing materials# This inherent weakness must b© com­
pensated for toy flexibility and toughness ao if th© 
shingle is bent it will not immediately break and/or tear* 
Th© eustomary design of asphalt shingles in a tab-
type manner leaves the lower part of the shingle exposed 
to resist the stresses of nature as a cantilever# This 
presents many problems, which it is evident from avail­
able loss experlene® data (Table l),h&v@ not been solved 
satiafaetorily to date# 
The use of asphalt shingles is becoming more and more 
prevalent on 'fam buildings in Iowa, although they are not 
the predominant type of roofing material. Unless Improve-
aents are made in the quality of th© asphalt shingles aa 
well as in the applleation of them# the problem of wind 
damage will increase in seriousness as time goes on# 
It is believed that specifications pertaining to wind-
resisting qualities must be established and followed 
closely by manufacturers and applicators in order to 
lessen this waste to farmers and other users# 
It is du@ to tb.® increasing trend of the tremendous 
wind losses to fam building roofing materials that this 
basic research to determine the weaknesses of asphalt 
shingles in resisting wind was undertaken. 
History of the Project 
This study of factors affecting the durability and 
wind resistance of asphalt shingles has been carried out 
under an Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station project en­
titled "An Investigation of Farm Building Losses due to 
Wind and Fire", fhe project has been sponsored jointly 
by the Iowa Mutual fomado Insurtoce Association and the 
Famers Mutual Reinsurance Company since 1930, when the 
two companies requested such a study with the view of de-
termlning i^ at types of wind and fire losses are most 
prevalent in Iowa and what can be done to minimize them 
through improTed design of farm buildings# education of 
t&vm builders# more frequent inspections, and a more 
thorough continued maintenance program for the existing 
farm buildings. 
The present study pertaining to roofing materials 
and particularly to asphalt shingles was undertaken be­
cause of the findings {Table 1) of previous statistical 
studies* Loss ejgperienoes of the Iowa Mutual Tornado 
Insurance Association were studied and field observations 
-5-. 
ma4e. Also sta?uot«raX analyses and laboratory tests of 
many kind® Imir© bean carried out under this project with 
the view of Improving th© basic design of buildings so as 
to better withstand wind pressures. 
Objectives of Study 
fh© ©ffeetiv© life of a fam building roof depends 
upon four main factorsi 
1# Basie quality of material 
2» Manner of application 
S^ sgposure of roof 
4# Probability of wind and hall damage 
It was with these factors in mind that this investigation 
was undertaken* lo on© of th© above may be said to be in­
dependent of th© others, instead they are all dependent 
on© on another and v@ry much interrelated. Primarily this 
study was undertaken to determine to what extent the 
various ingredients of asphalt shingles (felts# bitumens* 
and minerals) contribute to th© wind resisting qualities 
of th© material. It was realised, however, in designing 
th© experimental tests that various conditions of applica­
tion (nail pattei*n, number of nails# and distance of nails 
from outer edge of shingle) could be studied simultane­
ously with th© various types of shingles that were to be 
tested, without lessening th© value of the data pertaining 
to eo!!3>ositlon of th® shingles. 
Therefor© this study was Initiated with the follow-
ing sp®eific o.bJ@6tiir@s8 
1# fo d©t®r«Bln© to what ©xtont the various in-
gr®di®nt8 of tab-type asphalt shingles eon-
tribute to the wind-resisting qualities of 
the 'fflateri-al 
S, fo prediot the behavior of asphalt shingles 
In iidnds when ooiaposed differently from 
those tested 
5# fo detenain© th© advantage if any of aix 
nails per strip shingle over four 
4» fo detemine the effect of nailing distance 
from the lower edge on the bending resistance 
of asphalt shingles 
S» fo determine the effect of tenperature on th© 
wind-resisting eharaoteristics of tab-type 
asphalt shingles 
$m fo deterraln© th© comparative wind-resisting 
ability of th© three ooaimon types of tab-
type asphalt shinglest namely, square-tab# 
thieJc-buttj square-tab, uniform thioknessj 
and hex-tab shingles 
7, fo set up specifications for tab-type asphalt 
shingles pertaining to composition and appli­
cation, that will assure th© maximum amoimt of 
wind resistance 
JU3TIFIGATI0H 
Wind Damage to Iowa Farm Building Hoofing Materials 
Wind daimag® to farm building roofing materials has 
steadily increased in tlie last twenty years in Iowa. As 
detemined from Iowa Agrieultmral Ejsperiment Station in­
vestigations and published in a technical paper by Esmay 
and diese (4)# damage to farra building roofing in the four 
years from 1930-33 amounted to only 3.8 per cent of all 
wind damage! whereas for the period 1946-48 it had in­
creased to 14,1 per cent and accounted for approximately 
on© out of every three losses# Fig# 1 shows graphically 
the percentage of wind daraage to roofing materials on farm 
buildings as compared to other types of damage for the two 
periods aaentioned above as well as for the single wind-
storsa on October 10» 194§# Demolition or total loss of 
fana buildings by wind has continued to be the dominant 
type of loss in dollar damage and by per cent; however# on 
a percentage basis it has shown some decrease since the 
early 1930-33 period# This percentage reduction of demoli­
tion is not necessarily a dollar reduction, but is brought 
about on a percentage basis mainly by the large increase 
in roofing damage. 
If th® exact caus« of failure inem known in all caaes 
of wind damag© including th© buildings which ar© demolished# 
"demolition" as a cause should not exist, because it is a 
result of some failure,not a cause. In such a case the 
daiaage which is here listed as demolition would be dis­
tributed among the other causes in some manner which could 
likelj leave roofing damage as the dominant type. 
In order to present somewhat more clearly the fact 
that increased roofing losses have accoianted for the major 
change in wind daaag© trends since 1950, Fig» 2 was in­
cluded# In this graph all types of wind damage to farm 
buildings were grouped into two categories. Demolition, 
out of plumb, off foundation, roof off, end or side out, 
and miscellaneous structural damage were designated as 
major structural failures, The remaining types of damage, 
including damage t© roofing, doors, windows, etc. make up 
the second group called minor-type damages# These latter 
type® of damage are not necessarily minor in total mag­
nitude but are failures of a type which do not tend to 
cause the building to collapse. It may be noted on this 
graphical presentation that again wind damage in the major 
structural category, on a percentage basis, shows some de­
crease* This decrease is associated with a similar in­
crease in the damage to the minor damage category of fail­
ures, In the minor damage category the roofing damage 
portion has been isolated by a differential shading of the 
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bars of the graph. It is here very significant to not© 
that minor damag© ©xclusiv© of daiaag© to roofing has con­
tinued almost on a level of approximately 18 per cent 
throughout the 20»y©ar period and that damage to roofing 
has been responsible for practically all of the increase 
of the minor type olassification. The percentage of number 
of minor type losses excluding roofing shows some de­
crease indicating that the roofing losses more than accounted 
for the increase in number. 
When the increase in wind damage to farm building 
roofing materials was analyzed in more detail an interest­
ing reversal of trend between damage to wood shingles and 
asphalt shingles was brought to light as indicated by 
Fig, 3# This graph shows that damage to wood shingles has 
reduced from about 80 per cent of all damage to roofing in 
1930-33 to 20 per cent for October, 1949. In contrast to 
this percentage-wise reduction of damage to wood shingles^  
daiaag© to asphalt shingles has increased proportionately. 
The dimage to asphalt shingles has increased from 11.1 per 
cent of the total roofing daumge in 1930-35 to 64.5 per 
cent in 1946-48, or nearly six times within twenty years. 
Wind damage to roofing materials in Iowa as recorded 
from the loss experience of the Iowa Mutual Tornado In­
surance Association is as shown in Table 1. 
fabie 1 
Wind Damag© to Iowa Farm Building Hoofing 
(Hail BJxcludad) 
1930 1931 1932 1933 1946 1947 1948 
Oct IC 
1949 
Wood 15 5675 86S4 783 7442 6212 15554 9794 50839 
shingle® 1 3S4 S9t 66 849 333 671 330 2456 
Asphalt 225 709 88 2246 33026 55276 13487 137B83 
shingles I 19 4S 5 907 1S17 2288 614 6712 
Sheet n 771 134S 344 1243 5012 12267 5206 31647 
metal m 41 84 23 134 241 477 155 1257 
O'ther B 538 242 1225 5088 
types S 19 13 23 147 
Total D 6669 m 
o
 
HI 
1215 10931 44788 83339 29712 225457 
M 334 718 94 1190 2110 3449 1122 10575 
© • daisiag® in dollars 
M * ninaber of losses 
The increasing trend of damage to asphalt shingles on 
Iowa far® buildings wind was illustrated graphically by 
Fig# 4. fhe dollar damage to asphalt ahingle roofing was 
vdry insignificant in th© ©arly 1950*» du© mainly to tha fact 
that there was little of this typ© of roofing in us© at that 
tirasj, particularly on farm buildings. During 1946 and 
through th© subsequent years shown th® dollar damage came 
up to v®ry large amounts* fh© ntimber of losses occuring is 
also shown by year on this graph as represented by th© 
shaded bars. The scale for number of losses is on the right 
-10' 
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FARM BUILDINGS BY YEAR 
sid@ of the graph while that for dollar damage is on th© left# 
!I?h© damag® to asphalt shingles by the windstorm on 
October 10# 1949 shows an increas® of more than two and a 
half times over any of the previous total years shoim. It 
might h© argued that this was an extremely severe storm with 
only a fifty or a on© hundred year expectancy; but in 1950^  
the very next year and within six months of th© October 
storm# there was another general cyclonic type windstorm in 
the Midwest# which created even more damage to farm build­
ings # including roofing damage# than th© previous one in 
1949, In Iowa alone on© insurance association# the Iowa 
Mutual »omado Insurance Association, paid out approximately 
one and one-half million dollars for wind damage resulting 
from the October# 1949 storm and over twice that amount for 
a similar but more devastating storm in May# 1950# This 
Association's coverage was predominantly over farm build­
ings. A detailed breakdown on damage by cause was not 
available for this latter stona. 
Bistribution of farro bulldln^ z: roofing: materials in Iowa 
It might be rationalized by some that this increase in 
damage to asphalt shingles on a percentage basis is only 
normal with th© corresponding increase in th© utilization 
of this type of roofing material on farra buildings during 
th© post-war period* It is very true that the utilization 
of asphalt shingles on farm buildings has increased con­
siderably sine® 1930 and is now th® prevailing type of re-
plaeement roofing material. However# a survey made by 
Cleveland (2) in 1949 for the Iowa Agricultural Escperiment 
Station found that at that time only one-eighth of the area 
of all fam building roofing in Iowa was asphalt shingles* 
Fig. 5 shows graphieally the distribution of roofing materials 
on farsa buildings in lom by per eent of area for each of the 
oosimon types of farm buildings# fable 2 shows the exact per­
centage figures for the same roofing distribution* 
fhe bottom bar on Fig. 5 represents the overall per­
centage distribution of roofing materials on all farm build­
ings in Io*a» From it* it ia noticed that wood shingles 
are still the doatinant type, accounting for 69«2 per cent of 
all the roofing area. Asphalt shingles accounted for 12,3 
per eent, roll roofing 4,8 per cent, sheet steel 10,9 per 
cent and the balance of S,8 per cent was accounted for by 
miscellaneous types such as wood slats# aluminum and asbestos. 
It is noticed fro® Fig, B that the distribution of roof­
ing materials on the fam dwellings and bams was quite 
different, fhe dwelling had only a 50 per cent coverage 
of wood shingles with slightly over 40 per cent by area of 
asphalt shingles I whereas, the bam had nearly 85 per cent 
©overage of wood shingles with only 5 or 6 per cent area 
of asphalt shingles# These figures indicate that the dwell­
ing has accounted for a good deal of all the asphalt shingles 
*13a-
fatol© 2 
Distribution of Hoofing Materials by Area 
on Iowa Farm Buildings » 1949 
1 2 S 4 
Roofing Dwelling" 
.^ eum* 
Bam 
 ^ oum. 
Garag® 
 ^ cum« 
Hog liouso 
 ^ eum; 
Wood 1 50*0 84.7 67.8 74.9 
Asplialt 
sliinglei 2 40 «© 90.# 6 5.5 90.3 17.2 84 . 4 7.9 82.8 
Boll 3 3.5 93.9 0.4 90.6 6.0 90.4 4.9 87.7 
St@«l 4 3,9 97,8 8.1 98.7 6.8 97.a 5.1 93.8 
Asbestos S a.2 100*0 98*7 1.3 98.4 wmtm 
Alum# 6 1.3 100.0 1.3 99.7 0.7 93.5 
fil® 7 m--m «W«* 
Slat» 8 tim^ m 0.3 100.0 6.5 H
 
O O .
 
o
 
S 6 7 8 
Poultry 
liouis© Cattle shed Granary Crib 
% e\im» % mmim % etam# ^ cum. 
Wood 1 63..3 56*0 56.4 55.7 
Asphalt 2 @.4 71.7 3.9 59.9 7.3 63.7 6.4 62.1 
loll 3 17.0 88.7 13.0 72.9 5.1 68.8 5.2 67.3 
Steel 4 10.1 98.8 31.1. 94.0 27.5 96.3 24.8 92.1 
Asbestos 5 0.2 99.0 mum mn-im- mm m mum 
Alum. 6 0.6 99.6 2.5 98.8 1.4 93.5 
Til© 7 mHtrnm «•«* 
Slats 0.4 ioo.o 6.0 100.0 1.2 100.0 6.5 100.0 
9 11 12 14 
Crib & ' 
@i»anary Milk house Pump house Shed 
OUIi. % eum. % oum. % Gum. 
Wood 1 85. 5 67.1 80.6 71.6 
Asphalt 2 S..3 90.8 22»0 89.1 2.9 83*5 5.8 77.4 
loll 3 2.1 92.9 4.9 94,0 4^ 3 87.8 9.1 86.5 
Steal 4 98.1 2...4 96.4 10.8 98.6 9.2 95.7 
Asto.#ato.« 5 l.s 99.3 1.9 97.6 -r — 
Alum. 6 0.7 100.0 1^.2 98.8 0.8 96.5 
fil# 7 ... 
Slats 8 1.2 
0
 
.
 
0
 
0
 
Hi 
1.4 100.0 3.5 100.0 
{Continued on next page) 
fabl# 2 (Cont'd) 
15 16 17 33 34 
Maohdu® Brooder All 
Hooring b,ous® hous© 
% cum. 
Fuel house 
cum. 
Other 
^ cum* 
bldgft 
Wood 1 S3, 6 28.7 74.5 30.8 69.2 
Asphalt a ©•0 38.© 16.0 44.7 10.4 84.9 30.8 12.3 
Holl 3 61.4 - 46.3 91.0 4.1 89.0 16.9 47.7 4.8 
it©©l 4 36. t 97.6 6.6 97.6 10.1 99.1 6.2 53.9 10.9 
As"b«atoa B TM-M mrm mm mmtm 0.4 
kXvm» § 0.7 98.3 1.1 98.7 0.9 100.0 41.5 95.4 1.0 
fil© f mtum mt-m «»«» 
Slata & 1.7 100.0 1.3 8 o — mifmm 416 100.0 1.4 
' t'yc'®n i^ rom"'S''^ ®T@is^  survey' 
utlli2s®d on tho f&rm buildings. No other farm building 
shows a ©omparabl© percentage of aaphalt shingle ooverag®. 
The garage and brooder hous® both show a per cent aom© higher 
than average but they are both eomparatively small buildings, 
fhe dwelling roof is replaced sooner than any of the other 
farm building roofa# Consequently# since World War II a 
great deal of asphalt ahingl© roofing has been utilized for 
this purpose} because of its fire resistance, attractive­
ness# ease of application* aTailability and low first cost* 
Probabilitir of damage 
fhe previously presented data indicates that the proba­
bility^  of wind damage to asphalt shingles is much higher 
than for wood shingles* Fig» S showed 69#2 per cent of ttie 
roofing area to be wood shingles as compared to IS,3 per cent 
asphalt shingles, or stating it in anot^ iesr way, the ratio of 
wood shingles to asphalt was B,62 to 1, The damage to roof­
ing materialB as set forth in fable 1 and Fig. 3 on a per­
centage basis for 194S-48 was 20 per cent accountable for by 
wood shingles and 64.S per cent by asphalt shingles. The 
damage to wood shingles as compared to asphalt was then in a 
ratio of ,310 to 1, It la noted then by proportion that 
5^ 62 is to *510 as 18,1 is to 1, This indicates that on a 
weighted basis, area for area, the probability of wind daanage 
to asphalt shingle roofing on Iowa farm buildings is about 18 
tiass greater than for damage to wood shingle roofing. This 
-15^  
ppobabilitj does not bring into account the fact that the 
existing wood shlngl© roofs during the period of 1946-48 
war# considerably older than the asphalt shingle roofs arxi 
that r©porting errors favored the asphalt shingles, 
Ihis e^ haslEes that if all farm building roofing 
were of asphalt shingles of the present condition and 
wind-resisting capability the problem of wind damage to 
roofing would be one of major proportions. 
Field Observations of Wind Damaged Asphalt Shingles 
On May 5, 1950 the author had occasion to get out with 
a camera dtiring the severe wtodstorm of that date and catch 
some action shots of asphalt shingles blowing up. Detail 
studies were not made of each roof observed as to age and 
type of shingleJ howeverj it is believed the pictures will 
serve to bring out a few points. Figures 6 and 7 are pic­
tures of oomparatively new houses# post-war houses at least* 
showing shingles blowing up In a pretty uniform pattern, 
Mear the ridge appears to be critical areas on both houses« 
as well as adjacent to each of the domers. The air is no 
doubt at its highest velocity as it goes over the ridge and 
when swirling around the dormers* thereby creating the most 
suction or negative pressure on the roofing material at 
those points. 
Fig, 8 shows the asphalt shingles blowing up in general 
-16 
Pig. 6. Hew Asphalt Shingles Blow­
ing up on Ridge and around Dormers 
Pig, 7# New Asphalt Shingles Blow­
ing up in a Uniform Pattern Similar 
to the One Above 
Pig. 8. Thick-butt Shingles which 
were Nailed too High Blowing up 
17* 
all o"r®i* th© dwelling roof, fh© author talkad to th© owner 
of this hous© and the owner stated that he had applied the 
ahinglas himself, and went on to say without further quiz-
ssing that h® couldn't figure out why they ehould blow up, 
beeaus® he had been particularly cautious in applying theia* 
H® said that he put the naila good and high so they wouldn't 
b® e:K|)osed to th© weather. It oan be observed from the 
picture that long portions of the shingles are sticking up 
in the air bearing out the statement of the owner pertain­
ing to th© high nailing» roper nailingallowing the 
shingles to be bent up easily* no doubt accounted for the 
aeirere blowing up* 
Fig* 9 shows a hex-tab asphalt shingle roof being blown 
up quite severelyj» also on lay 5# 1950. Hearly all of the 
shingles on the high velocity end of th© roof appeared to 
have insuffieient bending resistance to withstand the 
stresses on that date, The most severe blowing up was along 
the gable end where the wind got under the shingles to some 
extent. Fig, 10 is eloseup of the ssoae roof showing how 
after bonding so long, the shingles break off on a line 
generally along the top line of the cut-outs, The nail­
ing on this roof appears to be adequate according to recom­
mended specifications. 
Fig, 11 shows the square-tab asphalt shingles on a new 
aaehine shed being blowi up on May &$• 1950, Although these 
shingles were only observed from the ground and the owner 
18-
Plg, 9. Hex-tab Asphalt Shingles Blow­
ing up over a Large Area of the Roof 
Pig. 10. A Close-up of the Above Roof 
Showing how after Continued Flapping 
the Shingles Broke Off 
-19-
Fig. 11. New Asphalt Shingles on a 
Machine Shed Blowing up Aro\md the 
Edges and in Spots 
Pig, 12. Ten-year-old Asphalt Shingle 
Roof Showing how Shingles Have Been 
Flapped and Broken Off 
Pig, 13, Three Types of Roofing Materials 
Showing Through on One Roof 
-20' 
was not amilabl®, it appears that they were also nailed too 
high* Again the ridge line pattern is in evidence. 
Fig* 12 shows the result of wind damage sustained by 
ten-year-old asphalt shingles; however, it was apparent that 
some damage had been sustained at this point of the roof 
#«© years before and not repaired. It was no doubt due to 
the laek of two or three tabs that the wind was able to get 
\mder some of the remaining tabs and break them off by 
flapping. 
Fig. 13 shows a dwelling roof that has suffered greatly 
from wind damage evidently numerous times. Three roofing 
materials are in evidence. Tii@ old wood shingle roof was 
applied first and then other roofing materials applied sub­
sequently right over the wood shingles. 4 roll roofing was 
applied first over the wood shingles and later asphalt 
shingles over that and none of them was able to sustain 
noraal wind stresses. 
Fig. 14 shows damage to a thick-butt type asphalt shingle 
with an embossed top surface. Even though the shingles were 
applied with six nails# and not too differently from the 
recoanmended specifications that come with such shingles# the 
nails were very nearly on the line of transition from the 
thick to the thin portion of the shingle. In such a case 
i^ ere the bending was allowed to take place near this transi­
tion line the stresses were concentrated in this weak line 
-21-
Pig, 14« Nails nearly on Transition Line but 
not much. Higher than Standard Specifica­
tions Call for 
Pig. 15. Shingles have been Applied on an 
Inadequate Deck 
-22-
Fig, 16# Two-tab Hex Sb.ingles Applied over 
an Inadequate Deck and Hailed too High 
Pig, 17* Hex-tab Shingles Nailed well but 
still Damaged by Wind 
and th© F#8istaiie® to bending waa vqtj low. 
Fig, 16 shows wind damage to square-tab asphalt shingles 
that w®r@ applied over a -vmrj inadequate deck. Old curled# 
eraelced wood shingl#s such as these cannot possibly offer 
much withdrawal resistanee to the nails driven into them. 
Only four nails per strip were used and no doubt a few of 
the nails that didn't happen to hit anything solid gave way 
allowing the shingles to be damaged. 
Fig# 16 shows a two-tab hex^ -type asphalt shingle roof 
daaaged by wind# Only a scattered few nails are in evidence 
and TOst of the® placed versr high on the shingle. The major 
point in this case iSf however# that regardless of how many 
nails might be driven into that base of old cracked wood 
shingles very little withdrawal resistance could be gained 
with them. 
Fig, 17 shows where an individual tab of a hex-tab 
shingle roof has been torn off. It is noticed that the 
shingles were applied over wood shinglesj however# there 
ms no e vidence of nailing being inadequate in this case. 
The wood shingle deck may have had something to do with the 
daaag®, however# inasmuch as the shingles were not able to 
conform well to such a deck. 
These pictures present some of the more common types 
of damage sustained by asphalt shingles. 
HEVIEW OF 
Earlj Hlstojpy of Asphalt Shingles 
According to Abraham (1» p. 50)s 
Arvid Pox® of Sweden is given credit for 
having produced the first oompoaltion 
roofings between the years 1780 and 1790 
in the following crude manner: the roof 
boards were first eo¥@red with plain paper 
impregnated with a mixture of eopper and 
iron sulfates, whieh after being nailed in 
place, was eoated with heated wood tar to 
make it waterproof and then surfaced with 
various colored mineral earths. 
In the year 1791 a newspaper in Leipsie# Germany, credited 
Michael Kag of Muhldorf, Bavaria, with having produced an 
improved form of prepared roofing by saturating raw paper 
with varnish, and coating the surfaces with a mineral powder. 
Similarly, the Magdeburg Zeitung on lovember 16, 1822, 
contained a notice stating that paper impregnated with tar 
was being used to displace straw and wooden shingles for roof­
ing purposes, and that the fomer may be made fire-resistant 
by treating the tar with unslaked liiae and surfacing with 
sand# 
Also frcsm Abraham*® book on Asphalts and Allied Sub­
stances (If p» 52) comes the information that the first 
eompositioa roofing in the United States was reported by 
Rev# Saiauel M* Warren to have been used during 1844-45 on 
•2S-
roofs to H®wark> Mew Jersey, fh© roofing consisted of square 
sh®@t8 of ship*a sheathing paper treated with a mixture of 
pin© tar and pin© piteh# and surfaced with sand. In 1847 
coal tar was used toy Gyrus 1# Warren as a substitute for the 
pine tar, to soften the pine pitch# and employed as a satur-
ant for the paper# Fine gravel was next used to substitute 
for sand, fh© square sheets were dipped into the melted 
mixture by hand# sheet by sheet, and then the excess was 
pressed out. fhe next step consisted in running the paper 
or felt in rolls through continuously operating saturators 
designed to saturate with tar# Finally, in Buffalo, Hew 
Ifork, eoal tar was distilled dowi to a roofing pitch, which 
was used to replace the more expensive mixture of pine 
pitch and coal tar. 
Jk publication by the Asphalt Hoofing Industry Bureau 
entitled ^ Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt 
Hoofing Products** (10, p. 5) states thati 
For 5,000 years asphalt has been used by men 
as a preservative, waterproofing and ad­
hesive agent. It was used by the Babylonians 
to waterproof baths and as a pavement. The 
used it to preserve their mummies. 
Throughout the Middle Ages, asphalt was in 
common use in Europe. One of the largest 
natural deposits was discovered by Columbus 
on the Island of frinldad in the British 
West Indies during his third voyage in the 
Tear 1498. 
It is quite natural that the early attempts to make 
composition roofs were as described, with various types of 
papers and watei^roofing agents, it being realized that some 
26-
sort of laatdrial was needed and a means of waterproof­
ing it after application. Many changes have taken place in 
th© past witil today we have th© three cojurtion types of eom-
position roofs; najnelyn asphalt shingles< roll roofing and 
the tar and gravel bmilt--»up roof# 
Teminology of Bitiaminous Substances 
It goes without saying that the words "bitumen**, 
asphalt'*, '^ resin**, ^ tar**, "piteh^ *, and '*wax" have been used 
quite loosely through the centuries since their origin. At 
first very little was known regarding the properties of the 
various substances so the interchangeable use of the words 
resulted# 
Abraham (1, p» 56) defines '^ bitumen'' as a generic term 
applied to natural substances of various color, hardness and 
volatilityI ©oraposed principally of hydrocarbons, substan­
tially free from oxygenated bodies| sometimes associated 
with mineral matter, the non-mineral constituents being 
fusible and largely soluble in carbon disulfide, yielding 
water-insoluble sulfonation products# This definition in­
cludes petroleums, native asphalts, native mineral waxes 
and asphaltltes (gilsonlte, glrnice pitch and grahamite). 
**?©trol©ia®** is defined (I, p. 60) as a species of bl-
turaens, of variable color, liquid consistency, having a 
characteristic odor; comparatively volatile | coniposed 
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principally of iaydrocarbons* substantially fre® from oxy­
genated bodiest soluble in earbon disulfide, yielding water-
insoluble sulf©nation products# 
l^ineral is defined (1, p# 60) as a tern applied 
to a species of bitumen, also to certain pyrogenous sub­
stances! of variable color, viscous to solid consistency; 
having a cbaracterlstic lustre and unctuous feelj compara­
tively nonvolatile; cowposed principally of saturated hydro­
carbons, substantially free from o3cygenated bodies? contain­
ing considerable c-3?ystallizabl© paraffinsj sometimes asso­
ciated with mineral matter, the non-mineral constituents 
being easily fusible and soluble in carbon disulfide, yield­
ing water-insoluble sulf©nation products# 
••Asphalt^  is defined (1, p. 61) as a term applied to 
a species ©f bitumen, also to certain pyrogenous substances 
of dark color, variable hardness, comparatively nonvolatile; 
composed principally of hydrocarbons, substantially free 
frcMa 03!ygenated bodies | containing relatively little or no 
crystallizable paraffins} sometimes associated with mineral 
matter, the non-mlaeral constituents being fusible, end 
largely soluble In carbon dis\ilfide, yielding water-insoluble 
sulf ©nation products# 1?his definition is applied to native 
asphalts and pyrogenous asphalts® Hative asphalts include 
asphalts occurring naturally in a pure or fairly pure state, 
also asphalts associated naturally with a substantial 
-38<«» 
proportion of minaral matter {rock asphalts), Th© associated 
ttiii@ral lamtter may b© sand* sandstone* lira®stone, clay* 
shale, ©%©• Fyrogenoua asphalts include residues obtained 
from th© distillation* blowing* @t©« of petroleums {©•£•* 
residual oil* blown asphalts produced by blowing air through 
heated residual oils* residual asphalts produced by a steaai 
distillation of seiEl-asphaltic and asphaltic petroleuras, 
sludge asphalt* etc.). 
"Plteh'* (1* p» 63) is a term defined to include residues 
obtained from the distillation of organic materials} of dark 
color viscous to solid consistencyj comparatively nonvolatile* 
fusible I ©OBiposed principally of hydrocarbons . 
fh© exposition of Asphalt Shingles 
Haw materials 
fher# ar© three basic materials from which asphalt 
shingles ar© manufactured! felt* asphalt* and mineral. The 
quality and quantity of these three materials of course* 
vary in the raany different makes of asphalt shingles now on 
the market. 
Felt. 4s defined by the Asphalt Hoofing Industry 
Bureau in their manual on the Manufacture» Selection and 
Application of Asphalt Roofing Froduots (10* p»5)* 
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Dry f@Xt is mad® from various combinatlona 
of rag, wood and other cellulose fibers 
blended in stieh proportions that th® re-
aulting ©haracterlstioa of strength# ab-» 
sorptiT© capaoitj and flexibility will be 
a® r©q,mir©d to mkkm an acceptable roofing 
product. 
Besides certain specifications aa to weight, tensile strength 
and flexibility, the felt must be capable of absorbing from 
l-l/a to 2 times its weight in asphalt saturants. The main 
item going into the manufacture of dry felts is waste paper• 
fh© waste paper is repulped and then felted according to 
the desired specifications for the di*y roofing felt. 
Asphalt.* .Asphalt is used in asphalt shingles as a 
protective agent as it is in many other products. The 
asphalt used today is obtained mostly frcaa the petroleum 
induati^ . It is a product of the fractional distillation 
I 
of crude oil that occurs toward the end of the distilling 
process# and is knomi to the trade as '"Asphalt Flux**. The 
flux then is subsequently refined for use in roofing 
materials* In describing saturants and coatings# the 
Asphalt Hoofing Industry Bureau (10# p, 5) states the fol­
lowing s 
"Ihe pi^ servative and watei»proofing char­
acteristics of asphalt reside very largely 
in certain oil constituents. Therefore# in 
the manufacture of roofing it is desirable 
to construct the body of the sheet of highly 
absorbent felt impregnated or saturated to 
the greatest possible extent with a type of 
oil-rich asphalt known as "saturant**# and 
then to seal the saturant in with an appli­
cation of a harder# more viscous 'coating 
••30-
asphalt" which itself ean b© protected, if 
desired# hy a covering of opaque itiineral 
granules• 
fh© asphalt uaed for saturants sund coatinga 
is prepared by processing the flux in such 
a way as to modify the temperature at which 
it will soften# The softening point of 
saturtots varies from 100* to 160* F, whereas 
that of the coating runs as high aa 260* F* 
Mineral« Minerals in two claasifications are found in 
asphalt shingle®# Jk finely ground mineral is used aa a ao-
©alled statollizer in the coating asphalt. The following are 
among the aateriala which have been used aa atabilizera; 
ailica# alate duatj, high calcium limeatone# dolomite, and 
trap rock* Beaidea thia fin© material a coaraer mineral ia 
uaed for surfacing of the coating,# The minerala moat fre­
quently used for thia purpoa© arei natural alate, quartz, 
trap rock and slag. Some aurfacings are manufactured from 
clay which ia aubjected to a ceramic treatment, thua pro» 
ducing synthetic granulea* Some tale or mica ia alao uaed 
for aurfacing the underside of the roofing to prevent atick­
ing together in ahipment. 
General Featurea of Aaphalt Shingle Manufacture 
Shingles may toe manufactured with th© cut edge a of the 
central layer of felt left e3q»oaed or with "aealed ©dgea'^ j 
or th© lower edge may b© cut in a finely serrated form to 
give illusion of greater thicknesaj or th© lower edge may be 
cut in a ragged form and charred to accentuate the thickneaaj 
or fh.» coating may be depressed, along the edges to give an 
illusion of thickness (1$ p» 768). 
Following 1930 the asphalt roofing industry began look* 
ing for a thickening substitute for the esspensive heavy felt 
and asphalts# They came up with a thick, filled type# pro­
tective eoating which was applied in a thickened layer over 
the butt portion of the ahingle. In this way the thickness 
tod' weight of the shingle was brought up to that of the pre* 
vious 70 lb» felt shingle by only using a SO lb. felt, 
Thiek-butt shingles according to Abraham (1, p. 768) 
are manufactured in a ntnaber of ways such as, using a tapered 
felt J applying asphalt coating in a tapered manner; applying 
a tapered coating of asphalt-cork masticj applying a thick, 
grooved rear coatingf implying one, two or three imiformly 
thick surface coatings with mineral surfacings to the lower 
portion of the shingle3 by forming various types of laminated 
shingles with one or more layers of felt} encasing the entire 
ahingl® In a layer of felt with a thick mastic in the center; 
encasing the entire shingle in a layer of metal with a thick 
tapei^ d mastic layer in the ©enter of the shingle (either 
on the upper or the lower surface); indentations in the felt 
and coatings in various ways; cementing together two .layers 
of saturated and coated felt at the portion of the shingle 
to be essposed; folding the postion of the shingle to be ex­
posed and cementing same together* 
Bheet metal and wire m&ah reinforoing cores have been 
tried for strengthening the shingles^  but according to 
AbrahftBi (1* p» 770) have not made much cojamercial headway# 
Also asphalt shingles reinforced on th® underside with 
wooden latha have be^ en suggested# 
Asphalt Shingle Research 
¥ei*y little fundamental research pertaining to the 
wind«r@»isting eharacteriatics of tab-»typ© asphalt shingles 
had been accomplished prior to this study. Various methods 
of fflisnuraeturing and applying asphalt shingles have been 
underiKTitten by companies without first having complete in­
formation on the effect such would have on the actual be­
havior of the Biaterial in the field. 
The Asphalt Hoofing Industry Bureau has maintained a 
research department for years and has done much to increase 
the resistance of asphalt shingles against all elements of 
nature except wind and hail. It is somewhat futile to de­
velop a shingle# however, that will last twenty years in 
the sun and heat if it is going to be blown off before it 
is seven or eight years old. fhe Bureau works together 
through a research coiBraittee, which as quoted from a pub­
lication of theirs (10, p* 10) functions as followsi 
h^is committee^  in addition to meeting for 
discussing problems of mutual scientific 
interest to its aembers# also administers 
the work of the Hational Bureau of Standards 
Fellowships which has been supported by the 
Induat3?y since 1926. The Bureau's Research 
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Fsllow is engaged with such problems as the 
d©t@mlnatidn of the value of mineral sta­
bilizers in eoating asphaltsj the effect of 
the us® of various kinds of fibers on the 
formation and other characterlstica of roof­
ing felt} th® characterIstics of the various 
©onatituents of asphalt to determine which 
ones contribute most to satisfactory weather­
ing, and to what extent| developing procedures 
for aaklng accelerated weathering testa of 
roofing aaaftples bj meana of special laboratory 
e<|uipm®nt|, and th© like# 
In all cases, insofar as the author has been able to ascer­
tain # the reference to weathering# as such, haa been 
weathering other than by wlndi. 
James L« Strahan# the technical directort Asphalt 
Hoofing Industsy Bureau, wote in 1948 (0, p, 117) thats 
Attention has recently been focused on 
certain type® of failures which seem to be 
laor© prevalent in wind areas. Insurance 
companies have noticed an Increasing nximber 
of wind daaage claims and naturally want to 
reduce or eliminate th© trouble# In this 
their interests are exactly parallel to 
those of the roofing Industry which is now 
concentrating its engineering resources to 
meet thia situation#' 
Being aware of such damage, Strahan also statea in the 
article that the research coiaialttee had been assigned the 
primary task ©f preparing standard application specifica­
tions which would include# not only the details of applying 
the many different types of products, but also the Important 
characteristics of good roof decks# both old and new, to­
gether with good methods of flashing# He stated also thatj 
fhia asslgniient Is appiKjaohing ooi^ letion, 
and in th© near future e a©h company in th® 
industry will b® having an opportimity to 
revis® its instruction sheets to make them 
consistent with the conanitte© reeoiniaenda-
tlons# HaTing teeen closely assoeiated with 
this project almost from its Inception^  ngr 
guess is that auch revisions will not be 
dragtie, for the reason that technical dif­
ferences for the most part are minor and 
relatively tmia^ ortant# 
k preview of the specification waa given also; however# the 
resulting effect of such leaflets in th© packages of shingles 
has not been to lower the wind damage to such material, 
Freviously presented loss easperience data (Table 1) show 
an increasing trend of such dlraage. 
1- ' ) 
Some of the first fundambntal research, having to do 
with the durability of con^ osition roofing was carried on 
by Henry CJiese and others and published in 193S (6). The 
work was begun in 1913 by J» B» Davidson and consisted of out-
side e:^ osur© tests of roll roofings as well as composition 
saialyses of the materials to deteriaine correlations of makeup 
and durability* In such tests# however# the wind did not 
appear to be a particularly destructive weathering agency# 
fhe lational Bureau of Standards reported in a pub­
lication CS# p» 669) entitled '^ Accelerated Weathering Tests 
of Mineral-Surfaced Asphalt Shingles" in 1937 that: 
Except that the s aisles containing fine 
mineral filler in the asphalt ©oatings 
appear to be the most resistant to weather­
ing# analyses of th© sas^ lea under test, 
including fiber analyses of the felts and 
petrographic examination of the mineral 
flllera anti fin© surfacing mt@riala» show 
no dlff©ren©©a in composition sufficiently 
great to warrant the prediction of decided 
differences in their behavior to wsathering. 
Her© again if wind damage were considered in the weathering 
tests aoM® factors# for exaa^ le the filler in the coating, 
might b© decidedly detrimental to bending resistance and 
overshadow any benefit that such might offer against other 
types of weathering. 
Wind»R©sisting Characteristics of Asphalt Shingles 
Cleveland (S) in 1948 made extensive field observations 
to deterstin© «iiat constitutes a good asphalt shingle roof 
and what constitutes a poor one, A poor roof was considered 
as one giving twenty years service only with considerable 
i»epair and maintenance or one not lasting twenty years with­
out complete replaceiaent* A good roof in turn was con­
sidered as on® serving for twenty years or more with no 
maintenance or repair requirements* Some preliminary 
laboratory physical and con^ osition tests were also made by 
Cleveland# Three pertinent conclusions that Cleveland 
(2# p, 154) mad© from his field studies werei 
Good asphalt shingles were found to be 
10 percent thicker than damaged asphalt 
shingles wMch makes the good shingle more 
rigid and longer lived due to the avail­
ability of more bitumen# 
dood asphalt shingles had 0,63 inch less 
ejcposure than the damaged asphalt shingles. 
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Damaged asphalt shingles had 0»79 inch mor© 
distant© from th© edge of exposure to the 
point of nailing than did the good shingles. 
It is quite evident that the wind resistsraco of asphalt 
shingles is a fimetion of tooth the shingle composition and 
its applieation# fo what extent the many variables of com­
position^  nailing patterns and number of nails has on th© 
winder©®istlng capabilities of asphalt shingles has not 
been determined previously through any type of a controlled 
©aqperiment offering somd unbiased results# 
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GOMPOSITIOI AKAIiirSlS OP ASPHALf SHIIGLBS 
Hypotheses and Asatamptlons 
It is the author's hypothesis that the oompoaitlon of 
asphalt shlnglea detemlnes to a larg© extent the wind-
resisting ability of the mterial. It, however# is realized 
that applioation of th® material algto plays a pai*t in its 
durability and wind-resisting ability, and that part of th© 
problem ©nters into the study and is diaeusaed later in this 
manuseript* Basically# aaphalt shingles are made up of 
three ingredients| felt# bitumen and mineral. The extent 
these ingredientst all other things being equal# contribute 
to the wind»r®sisting characteristics of tab-type asphalt 
shingles will be detei»in®d through the -correlation of com** 
position findings of th# sauries tested with the results of 
physical bending testa. 
It is generally assumed by most people that the weight 
of felt plays the largest part in determining the wind-
resisting ability of asphalt shingles| however# to ^ at ex­
tent has never been det@i»lned through controlled tests. 
Also the matter of filler in the bituaaen coating# used 
as an extender# has been thought by many to be a weakening 
faetoi* as- pertains to the shingle's lasting bending resistance 
and its resistance to cracking and tearing after repeated 
bending in a windstorm# Through th© composition analysis 
and controlled phjsieal teats this too will be tested by 
eorrslation as to its significance. 
Method of Procedure 
general 
fh© author*® hypothesis pertaining to the significance 
of th® composition of asphalt shingles in resisting wind waa 
tested by analysing various makesj grades and weights of new 
asphalt shinglest available on the retail markets in Central 
lowaji and testing them also for physical performance.. It was^  
felt by the author that composition analyses and physical 
tests of available new shingles would furnish more signifi­
cant quantitative infoirwation than the analysis of wind-
damaged asphalt shingles of which the original composition 
was not taioim» Some analyses of such damaged shingles were 
aade in this study| however, only from an interest stand­
point and for any isplications that might be drawn from the 
few shingles analysed. 
Chemical analysis. The chemical analysis of asphalt 
shingles involves the breakdown of the shingle ingredients 
into three basic materials| felt^  bitumen and mineral matter* 
A raor® detailed, 'analysis consists of determining the makeup 
of the felt» the amounts of th® various types of bitumens* 
and the various types of minerals. The laboratory analysis 
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of this study was in detail up to but not including the fiber 
contents of the f®lts# the compound strueture of the bi» 
tumens# and the baaie minerals in the granules and filler 
material# An analysis of this scope was not considered 
justified for thia study nor to hav® a significant effect 
on each hypothesis being tested, 
The analysis made did include the determination of the 
fait saturant bitumen and coating bitumen separately; as 
well as the difference between granule mineral on the top 
surface# back coating mineral and the filler mineral in the 
coating bit'umen* The coating bitumen is of a more viacous 
nature with a comparatively higher melting point than that 
used for saturating the felt. The protective coating may be 
a pur® bitumen or as in many shingles is a mixture of bitumen 
and various amounts of fin® mineral filler., The total 
mineral matter is made up of the above mentioned filler# 
designated as that which passes through a No» 100 mesh 
screenI the top surface granules being generally of natural 
slat® or crushed materials treated with pigments or oeramic 
materialss and some type of back dusting, consisting gen­
erally of mica dust or fine sand# 
Tjpea of aaphalt shingles teated 
One bundle of 27 different shingles amounting to one-
third of a sc|uar© for th© 5-inch ejsposure square->tab shingles 
and one-half of a square for hex-tab and 4-inch easposure 
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sliingl€»a> was proeur@d from retail stores# The 27 shingles 
wer® jaade by 14 different manufaeturers aa listed bolowi 
Barrett Roofing Company 
Bird and Son# Ine* 
C©lot©3c Corporation 
Certain-te®d Produots Corporation 
Flintkot# CoMpany 
fh© Lloyd A, Fry Hoofing Company 
Slob© Roofing froduet® Co*# Ine. 
0oid Baal Asphalt Hoofing Company 
Johna-Manirill® Sales Corporation 
£og^ -Iiong Company 
1?h© I»©hon Comp'any 
fhilip Carey Manufacturing Company 
Ruberoid Company 
United Stat©® Cypaum Compimy 
Sevan of th® S7 shingles tested war® of the hex-tab 
deaigni of whieh one was a thr@@-tab rounded-tab type, on© 
a two»tab type, and the remainder three-tab types• Six 
ahingle# ware aquare-tab xmifom thickness design. One 
ahingl® waa a taper-type 10" shingle# The balance of 15 
wer© square-tabf thick-butt shingles all of the 12'V design; 
except t«>» which were 10**, for a 4-inch exposure, one of 
whieh was a four-tab desipi. 
Yeclmiau# of analysis 
In general tlie laboratory method used for analyzing 
aspb.alt shingle was patterned after proeedures outlined in 
Federal Speeifieations SS-R-591 (11)» entitled "Roofing 
and ShinglesI Mineral-Surfaced, Asphalt-Prepared"# except 
that it was altered for the purpose of adapting it to the 
equipment available for this study and in some cases to in­
crease the accuracy of th© analysis# The common method of 
quantitative chemical analysis has been the extraction of 
th© bituaens from th© remainder of the shingle constituents 
by using a bitmen solvent* The amount of total soluble 
bitumen is then determined by calculating the difference in 
weight of the original shingle sample and the final oven-
dried desaturated sample# Carbon disulfide (CS2)# which 
was used in this analysis* has proved in the past by others 
to be the best solvent for this purpose even though it pre­
sents problems in its use# 
Equipatent used# Glass extraction equipment, as shown 
in Figures 18, 19 and 20, was used for this study inasmuch 
as a metal lew Xork Testing Laboratory type extractor, 
specifically made for extracting bitiimens, was not available 
from manufacturers. A diagrammatic drawing of the assembled 
equipment is shown in Fig. 91, Two large (3" diameter 
barrel) sijsed Soxhlet extractors made of pyrex glass, suit­
able for the extraction of 2'*-byi-3'' samples, were obtained 
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Pig. l8. Apparatus Tor Ex­
tracting Bitumen from As­
phalt Shingle Samples 
Pig. 19. Close-up of the 
Soxhlet Extraction Tube 
Pig, 20, Apparatus for Distilling off 
Carbon Disulfide 
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and with the Illustrated pyr©x glass evaporating flasks and 
condensers worked verj satisfactorily. Pig# 19 shows a close-
up view of ©enter part of th© assembled apparatus# bringing 
out in laor® detail how th® Soachlet extractor was mounted on 
the ringstand with the other equipment and how the samples 
were placed in it for extracting# As shown in this view the 
solvent has not risen quite to the top of the samples. When 
it C€«iipletelj suhmerges the saiiqples and raises to the top of 
the siphon tube on the right side of the barrel the ex-
tj*aetor automatically drains and the process is repeated. 
Th© air-driven stirrer may also be seen in operation in Pig. 
It# to the right of the extractor barrel and siphon tube. 
Fig. 20 shows th® apparatus assembled as a distiller. 
In this way the excess GSg in the evaporating flask with the 
dissolved bitumen may be retrieved. A straight tube cold 
water condenser is used in this case instead of th© Alhin 
type as shown in Fig, 20. The Alhin type was needed for ex­
traction purposes to offer a maximum aiaoimt of condensing 
surface with the least restriction possible. To allow for 
uneven boiling the condenser must be assembled with an un-
reatrlcfced opening to th© atmosphere. 
The aethod of heating th© solvent for evaporating may 
be seen in detail in Fig. 20. The container was made of two 
alujiinum boxes# one placed upside down on the other. The top 
box was adapted to receive the three necks of the evaporating 
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flaik and th® toottoai on® to F®e®lv© the socket for th© light 
bulb through on© ®nd» fo serve as an insulator and a pro-
taction againat fir® spreading# th© boxes were covered with 
aabesto® as illustrated and as can be seen from the outside 
in Fig, 18, fhe theraoiaeter was used for indicating the 
teiaperatur© of the boiling liquid during the initial stages 
of experimentation with the apparatus• The stirring device 
was found to be necessary to jissur© uniform boiling of the 
liquid and to eliminate '•bunding''. 
Problems encotmteredo Kumerous problems in the opera­
tion of the extraction equipiient were confronted and even­
tually solved satisfactorily# Carbon disulfide boils at 
115»6* P and Is highly flammableji making it iia^ jossible to 
use an ©pen flame for vaporiaing purposes. Inasmuch as very 
little heat is required to vaporize the liquid carbon di­
sulfide, a one-liter evaporating flask was used with a one 
hundred watt electric light bulb for the heat source. The 
sise of light bulb required had to be determined as well as 
the type of enclosure for the flask. 
Oonsiderable trouble «is encountered with the boiling 
characteristics of the carbon disulfide, especially after 
it had accumulated a considerable amount of bittunen in solu­
tion. Th® addition of bitumen in the carbon disulfide tends 
to make the liquid »ore viscous resulting in considerable 
'*buittping^  as the boiling process continues. The '^ bumping" 
or rushing of vapor and droplets of liquid up through the 
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vapor by-pass tub© to the top of th© Soxhlet extractor made 
it iapossible to ever get all the bitiaiaen entirely dis­
solved out of the shingle samples• Various types of boil­
ing chips and glass beads were ineffectively used to remedy 
th© uneven boiling# Ultimately a stirrer was tried and 
proved satisfactory. 
Th© amount of solvent had to be deteTOined so that there 
would still be sufficient in the flask for evaporation 
purposes ^ en the extractor barrel was full and not be too 
much when it drained back into th© flask* Six hundred cubic 
centimeters of solvent were found to b© sufficient. 
Some trouble was eneotmtered with the use of rubber 
stoppers. The carbon disulfide caused the rubber to expandi 
ho^ iver# never to th© extent of bursting a flask. The rubber 
would* however# contract back to its original size and shape 
when left overnight away from th© carbon disulfide fumes, 
with no apparent deterioration resulting. It is recommended 
that ground glass fittings be used if such equipment were to 
be procured for a similar study. Such equipment was not 
available In this case, fhe cost of equipment with ground 
glass fittings# to replace the rubber stoppers, is more ex­
pensive but much more convenient. 
lormally about twenty hours were required to extract 
all the bitumen from a sat of samples# Th© same carbon di­
sulfide was generally used for three extractions with only 
adding some extra solvent at the beginning of each operation 
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t© F®plac© what was lost through evaporation and removal 
with the extracted sauries. After three extractions the 
apparatus was converted over to a straight distilling process 
in order to retrieve th© surplus carbon disulfide. Fig, 90 
shows the apparatus ®et up for this pui^ ose. It was not 
found practical to remove all the excess solvent, because it 
would then b© vei^  difficult to remove the remaining bitumen 
from the flask without introducing as much or more solvent 
than was distilled off, 
SaapllnK* The Individual samples of asphalt shingle 
were limited to 2!xS inches by the size of the Soxhlet ex­
tractor barrel# With samples of this size about a dozen to 
a doaen and a half, depending on their thickness, could be 
placed in the extractor at one time and processed together. 
Fig, S6 shows a group of samples wrapped in filter paper and 
readj to be placed into the extractor. In this case the 
group shown was placed in at on® time. 
lormally the contents of one extraction process were 
all samples of the same bundle of shingles. Representative 
samples were taken from each bundle in sufficient n\imber so 
that duplicate data were obtained in all cases. The 2x3-
inch samples were obtained from the strip shingles by press­
ing a die, as shown in Pig. M, through them. By using a 
die designed accurately to the dimensions desired, uniform 
samples were obtained. 
For purposes of composition analysis, two strip shingles 
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Pig. 22* Thick-butt and 
Thin-top Portions of 
Asphalt Shingles 
Pig. 23, Top Portion and 
Back Portion of Asphalt 
Shingles 
Pig, 24, Die for Cutting Out 
2"x3'' Samples of Asphalt 
Shingles 
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taken at random from eaoh btmdla of new shingles. Six 
soffifjl©® w®r® th®n cut from th® butts of each strip shingle# 
two froM ®aeh tab# and thres from th© top portion of each 
of the shingles* fh® samples w@r© taken from the top portion 
in order to analya® th© makeup of that part of th© shingl©* 
partioularly for thos® known to b® thiok-butt or tapered 
typ© ahingl®3» Fi.g.« St shows two typical sajsjplos from a 
thi®k«b«tt typ© ahingl®# In this illustration Sainple Ho« 1 
was taken from th® butt portion and Mo# S from th© thin top 
portion of th© shingl®. 
In order to obtain samples as waltorm as possible and 
representatiT® of th@ ©ntir© bxindl® of shingles as to weight 
md »ak@up# the two thingles iised for sampling purposes were 
first weighed and th© weight of aii equivalent 2xS->inch sample 
oaleulated* All 18 sas^ Jles cut from thos© two shingles were 
then weighed . and, only th© on©a agreeing within 2 per cent 
with the ealeulated figure were used for analyaing purposes* 
I'his procedure eliminated any discrepancies that might show 
up in any on© sample due to variance in manufacture or in 
obtaining th© sample. 
Heeord sheet, fhe.record sheet used for the asphalt 
shingl© composition analysis is shown in Pig* 99. One of 
these sheets was used for each different typ© of shingl© 
analysed. It is noted that colurois are present for two 
duplicate samples in all cases# Saaf>l©s in th© No. 1 
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eoliuaiii were taken from one of the two shingles drawn at random 
from the "bimdl© and the ones in the Ho. 2 oolianin from the 
oth#r shingl®. Heading Ho. 1 of th© racord sheets weight of 
large sample, pertains to th© entire strip shingle as men­
tioned previously. In the caaes of thick-butt type shingles 
or ones varying in cross section in some manner, two record 
sheets had to be used# one for the butt portion and one for 
the top portion. 
After weighing all samples cut from the two strip 
shingles* the two samples of each the butt and thin-top 
agreeing closest with the calculated weight of a 2x3-inch 
sample were recorded on the data sheet on line No. 2 aa 
original shingle samples. To distinguish the felt bitumen 
from th© coating bitumen two sa®pl©8 of felt only were ob-
tainedj as shown in Fig. SSji and their weight recorded on 
line Ho. 11 of the record sheet. To obtain such samples of 
felt only# th® sait^ les were first warmed in an oven and then 
the top portion and the bottom portion torn away on the bias 
being careful to eliminate all Ingredients except the felt 
and its saturant. 
In order to disting^ iish the back coating from the top 
coating, two samples of each the butt and top portion of the 
shingles were separated on the bias as shown in Pig. 23. 
Sample lo. 1 of this figure shows the thin-top portion of 
a thick-butt shingle, having been separated on the bias. 
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Pig» 25, Core Samples of 
Saturated Pelts 
Pig, 27, Desaturated Pelt 
and Back Dusting Mineral 
Pig. 26, Wrapped Samples 
Ready to go into the Extractor 
Pig, 28, Top Surface Gran­
ules and Mineral Filler 
27m Goating bitimen in top peelings 
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m. 
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5091 ASFHAI^ T SHINGI^  AMALYSIS MLS-1167 
Pate 
Shi«Kl« 2**x3^  samples 108 a a ft 
«°. ^  . *1 *5 *1 
• X» • Weight of larg© aai^ l# «.««,««», 
Opigiuml shingl® »ample ——— 
3, Sampl® less hXtvmmn plus paper ., 
4. Beaaturated felt (bon© dry) *..««««_«. 
S» Filter paper «»»—„« 
6. Sample less bittimeii' _«»««««. 
7# Soluble bitwmen Isaturant —. 
& eoat) 
8, 411 Mineral in sample 
9. Mineral retained on #100 sereen ««««-««. , 
10• Mineral passing #100 mesh . 
acreen 
#11. €@ntral eore of felt «««-«,»«, «_««-««» 
12, Deaatura ted'felt core (bone dry) 
IS# Soluble bitumen in felt eore 
14, Parts saturant in felt 
16, Satttrant in 'total felt 
16. Total blttmen in eoating „«»»«»_ 
"B-l?* fop portion peeled into felt 
IQ. fop portion 'less bitiaaen «««««.»«» . 
plus • paper 
19» Deaatmrated felt in top 
peelings 
20. Filter paper 
21* Top portion less bitumen 
22, Total mineral in top peelings 
•93. Mineral retained on #100 screen 
34, Mineral passing #100 
mesh sereen 
fotal bittimen in top peelings 
2€. Felt satttrant in top'peelings 
Min. passing #100 in p 
of coat, bit. 
Baok coating bitwiaen 
Back coating filler 
Baefe dmsting mineral 
#33, Back portion peeled into felt 
Desaturated felt 
34. Filter p ^  er 
35. Back portion less bittaaen 
36. Total bitimen 
37. Felt satwant 
38. Coating bit-umen 
Fig, 29. Record Sheet for Asphalt Shingle Analysis 
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with, th® %Qp smrfae© portion on the l®ft and tho back or 
wnd^ rsid© of th® shingl® on th® right* San^ le Mo. 2 of th® 
s-am® figmr® i8h©w» th© thick-butt portion of th® shingl® 
similarly disiplny®#, .'fh@ weight® of th® top surfac® portion 
of these samples w®r# ©ntered on Lin® Mo* 17 of th® record 
sh®®ta ittid th® back lurfae® saagil® weights on Lin® Ho» 32* 
With th© weights of th® eight original SjeS-inch aanspl®® 
r@c©rd®d for th® unifoarai thiolmesa shingl® and 16 aaaaploa 
for th® thi©k*butt typ@s# th® extraction of bitiumen from 
th#m was aecoa^ lishad* fh®y w©r® wrapped in filter pap®r 
to retain all ingredients except th© bitumen* 
After th# 8aiii|il®a hair® been freed of all aolubl® bi-
tuM@n and dried in an own to assur® complete dryn®ss# th®y 
w@r® weighed individually to th© closest milligram aa set 
forth in th® i?@eord sheet shown in Fig* 39* Th® weights and 
caloulationa represented by ®a©h line of th® record sheet 
a«ist b® accoaiplished to obtain a complet® quantitative 
analysis of the ahlnglea* fh® samples wer® w®igh®d first 
prior to unwrapping so aa not to los® any of the ingredients* 
fh# four ingredients left after th® bitumen has been 
•extracted out are shown in Figures 27 and 28* Sample Mo* 1 
of Fig* S7 shows th® dry d®saturated core f®lt from which the 
parts saturant was determined on Lines 11-16 of th© record 
sheet*• Sample Mo*.2 of th® sam® figure shows the back dust­
ing material which was generally a mica dust or fin® sand* 
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fh© amount of this material was determined from the back 
portion samples# In Fig. 28, Sample No. 1 shows a quantity 
of surfacing granules, and Sample Ko. 2 some filler consist­
ing of a very fin© mineral. These samples of mineral were 
obtained from the saapl© of the top portion of the shingle 
and separated by using a Mo, 100 aiesh screen. In some eases 
some roofing sand was found which was separated from the 
mineral filler and granules bf use of a somewhat coarser 
screen than th® Ko» 100» generally a Ho, 65, 
After analysing th® ooiaposition of the 2x3-inch samples 
the weights of all ingredients were projected to a 108 square 
feet basis, This process multiplies any possible error, 
howeTer, seemed desirable in order to put the information on 
a common basis with other researchers and manufacturers. 
Findings of Composition Analysis 
Thick-butt asphalt shinfgles 
Fifteen different shingles with varying cross section 
were originally analyzed. The numerical findings are listed 
in Table 3 and presented graphically in Fig, 30, The values 
shown ar® averages of the duplicate analyses made. Shingle 
lo* 6 was analyssed for composition only and not subjected 
to th© physical tests because of an Inadequate number of 
saiapl© shingles. Any further mention of this shingle in 
the results and discussion has been omitted. 
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Of th® 14 shingles in this group of varying cross sec­
tions^  one, Mo* 21f was a tap©r»d*typ® 10" ahingl© and tha 
r®»t w»r© thick-bmtt types. Of th© thick-butt shingles» 
on#, Io» 4» was a fomr-tato shingle designed for a 4-inch 
eaeposur®* One other thiek-butt shingle was a 10'* shingle 
designed for a 4-inch essposure also* fhe remainder of the 
thick-temtts were of th® standard It** design with three tabs 
and S-inch cut-outs, fhree of the 14 thick-butt shingles 
had smooth surfaces while the rest were embossed. 
OonsiAerabl® variance in the coa^ josition of these thick-
butt shingles was found ©Ten though the author had been led 
to belief© by some manufacturers of asphalt shingles that 
there was very little. Fig. 30 shows at a glance the vari­
ance of the total weights of the shingles as well as the 
weights of the Individual Ingredients* The bars of this 
graph are graduated in pounds per 108 st^ are feet the same 
as the figures given in fable 3. two bars are showi for 
each thick-butt shingle# one for the top or thin portion 
and. th® other for the thick-butt portion, fhe bars are 
divided and shaded differently to designate the various in­
gredients in the setaence that they would be found in the 
actual shingle# with the exception of the bituiaen coating and 
the Mineral filler and the felt and satursnt which in actu­
ality are found together but divided on this graph. In the 
order shown on the graph the top two shaded portions represent 
the tot'al mineral of the top portion and the next lower two 
areas represent th© total bitu®@n in the top coating and felt, 
Consideratol© varianc© is noted in the back coating* 
that is# the total amount of material below the felt repre­
sented b^  the black portion of the bar graph. Shinglea No. 
1, 24 and 26 showed evidence of no protective back coating 
other than th® back dusting amounting to less than a pound 
of material per 108 square feet. Shingle No. 3 had an ex­
ceptionally heavy coating of dusting but very little back 
coating otherwise. Shingle Ho. SI had a heavy back coating 
on both th® thick-butt and thin-top with about an average 
aiaount of duating material, while shingles Mo. 14, 16 and 17 
had a very thick back coating on the thick-butt portion of 
th® shingle only, fh© varying back coating of the latter 
three shingles made the only significant difference between 
the thick-butt portion and thin-top portion of these shinglesj 
while in all other shingles the back coatings were uniform 
throughout and the differences between top and butt sections 
were brought about by cutting down the amount of surfacing 
mineral and the amount of top coating. In all cases except 
the tapered shingl®. No. 21, the felt weight and amount of 
felt saturant were imterially the same in both top and butt 
portions of the shingles. 
fhe very important point to be noted in the composition 
•analysis of th# thick-butt type shingles is the great re­
duction# in many eases, of the materials in the top part as 
eoa^ ai»@il to tb© butt portion# fh® thln»top of ahingl® 
Ij,. for exai^ l@ji bas lea.» than half th® total arndunt of 
mat@rial as th® thlek-butt portion. Th® butt portion of 
this shitigl® is fairly heavy| however^  it is noted that ovor 
50 per eent of th® total materials in th® shingl® are 
minerals• 
fh® amomnt of filler mineral in th® bitimen coatings 
i® also notieed to b® quite different among th® thick-butt 
ahingles# as repr®8ent®d by the darker oross*hatched areas 
of th® bars* *Ph® aaioimt® Tary from slightly over per 
eent of the total amount of coating# bitumen and filler# for 
Shingl® Mo, 3 to slightly over 47 per eent for Shingle No» 17* 
fh® parts aaturant in th® felts of the various thiek-
butt thingles varied from a minimum of 153 parts per 100 for 
Shingl© lo. 17• 
H®3£*tafo asphalt ahinRlea 
fhe ©omposition of th® aeven hex-tab type asphalt 
shingles analyzed i» show» in ^ abl® 4 and graphically on 
Fig, a, Th® seven shingles included one with a rounded-type 
tab and one with two tabs# fhey are» respectively# Shingle 
lo» to and t2, Shingle Mo. 2 § was of the three-tab design} 
however# it was four inches long®r than th® standard 36** 
shiBglea and designed for 4-inch ea^ osur® lnst®ad of th® laor® 
coifflBon S-*ineh eaqposure. fh® remainder of the shingles wer® 
of the aore c©»©n three-tab SS** hex-tab type. 
fibl® k 
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?®ry llttl® back coating or dtistlng was noted on any 
of this group of shingles, fh© felt of Shingl© No, 18 was 
found to b® about a pound h©avier per 108 square feet than 
the other hex-t&b shingles, resulting in a higher amount of 
saturant bitumen than th© others. Part of the high amount 
of satursnt bitumen was due to the 139 parts saturation as 
eompared to lower values for the others# down to 162 parts, 
fhis shingle was low in eoating bitumen# however# with a 
comparatively high percentage of filler in the coating. 
Shingle No. 22 shows a noted difference from the others in-
aamueh a« no coating filler is in evidence as compared to 
the amounts in the other coatings varying from 30 to 41 per 
cent. 
4s a group# the total weights of the hex-tab type 
shingles are somewhat less than other types of shingles on 
a 108 square foot basis# and particularly on a laid basis 
because of the SO per cent reduction in the overall size 
of the tabs. 
Pniform-thickneas asphalt ahlngsles 
fh© small group of six unifora-thickness# square-tab 
type shingles shown in fable 5 has a wide variance in ovei*-
all weights and also in their respective composition. Two 
of the shingles# Ho. 7 and S7# have a considerably heavier 
felt than average# being over 17 pounds per 108 square feet 
IftM# 5 
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In both eas#s# Qn the other hand. Shingle N0, 2B has only 
slightly more than a 10«po«nd felt per 108 square feot. 
fh® pstrts saturant In th© heavy 'felt of Shingl® Ko» 7 la 923 
parts per 100 of f®ltj whleh results in an exceptionally 
high total aaiount' of'felt saturant bittimen. This shingl© 
also has a ir®ry high percentage of filler in th© coating, 
being very close to 50 per cent# or in other words, th© 
coating is laade up of nearly equal parts of bitumen and 
mineral filler by weight, 
The filler in moat all of th© shingles was of a very 
fine texture, being of calciim or clay origin; however# that 
of ihingle !©• & was of an asbestos fibre material# The 
shingle was made up ©f an exceptionally heavy coating which 
was in turn wade up of nearly equal parts of bitumen and 
ftsbeatos fibre# Th© felt# felt saturant, and top granules 
were not in any heavier proportion than that of th© average-
weight shingles. 
Shingle lo# 12 is iwhat aight be called an average-
weight shingl® .with a fairly high amotmt of mineral filler# 
making up about 4S per cent of the coating. 
Shingles Mo» tS# 27 and 28 vary mainly from the others 
in that they have no coating filler# They vary among each 
other mainly in that they have different weights of felt, 
ihlngle^  So* 28 is heavier than Mo# 23, however# with a 
lighter felt. 
"•64"» 
Baa&ged Mptialt shinRlea 
ClevsXand {^ )$ In his roofing studj made in 1948 for 
til© Iowa Agrleultwal E:^ ©rlm©nt Station> gathered many 
tamples of wtod»d.amag®d asphalt shingles as wall as pertinent 
lnfo2*mation eonoarning the lif® history of th© shingles. A 
eoiaposition analysis was rxm on 11 of these shingles picked 
at random from th© supply gathered* Pig. 3S shows graph­
ically th# results of the analysis and Table 7 the specific 
ntuaerical findings. 
As mentioned previously| no conclusions can be drawn 
from this brief analysis; and furtharmore, it is doubted 
that ma extended emalysis of such would produce really sig­
nificant data because of th© lack of correlation material 
such as Initial eon^ ositionf exact ag«^  varying type of 
©jqposur®, and similar methods of application. 
Table 6 set® forth what pertinent infomation was avail­
able on these 11 d^ amaged shingles. 
Many of the damaged shingles had only small amounts of 
filler in evidence, and none an exceptionally high amount. 
An interesting point of this analysis is that five of the 
11 shingles had very heavy back coatings, from which an 
iix^ lication might be drawn that such a coating does not add 
anything to the wind-resisting capabilities of the shingle. 
It is the author's ^ untested hypothesis that a thick back 
coating in effect weakens th® shingle in bending, because 
fable 6 
•tFertlnen^ t Bata on th© Sl©T©n Oaaagei ShlDglss Analysed 
iaii^  
fhl0k* dist. Mails Cause 
Io» of fype of fype of ness of frcn type of per of'-
shingle 4^ e building d«0k shin^ l# edge shinKl® aq. fallure , Comsients-. 
KSe 
4 16 ©welling Wood 
shingles 
0.120 5.5 HesE-tab . 344 Broke off 
24 8 Dwelling food 0^ 135 6*0 Square- $m Broke off Some hail 
shingles tab 
29 1 Poultry Solid 0.170 5.5 Square- 480 lo damage 
house sheathing tab 
m 22 Dwelling Solid O.ISO 6.0 Hex-tab 25t Broke off Worn out 
sheathing 
33 4 Dwelling food 0.160 6.0 Square- 3^  Broke off 
shingles tab 
34 6 Dwelling Wood 0.180 6.5 Square- 300 Broke off Some sealed 
shingles tab 
35 2 Bam food 
shingles 
0.170 7.5 Square-
tab 
440 Broke off Foor 
nailing 
36 4 Poultry 
house 
Solid 
sheathing 
0.160 6.5 Square-
tab 
320 Broke off Poor 
sheathing 
37 4 Dwelling Wood 0.165 6.0 Square- 320 Broke off S«Bie 
shingles tab sealing 
38 1 Bam Solid 0.170 6.0 Square 320 Broke off Some pulled 
sheathing tab past nail 
head 
153 2 Dwelling Asphalt 
shingles 
0.150 6.0 SfUare-
tab 
320 Broke off 
«-Data taken from survey of roofing damage made by Cleveland (2) in 1948 
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the f®lt is removed partially fi*oia th® tension side of the 
shingle and placed closer to the neutral mxla* fhe felt io 
the onl^ ' part of im asphalt shingle that will take any ap-
preeiabl© amount of tension, so should be placed in the most 
advantageous position for that capacity. 
Only one thick-butt shingle# Mo* 36# was found out of 
the 11. Others of the 11 may have been such} however, only 
eaiaples were available of the thick-butt portion of the 
shingle and no other evidence was at hand as to the type of 
shingle » 
Shingles So# 30 smd 4 had lost a good portion of their 
coating mineral during the years of ©jqposure. Nearly all 
of it had cracked from Ho, 4, Ho, 30 was in all aspects a 
very light shingle# having a felt weighing only ©,9 pounds 
per 108 square feet with only 155 parts saturant in it. 
Hone of the damaged shingles analyzed were exceptionally 
heavy# with only a few totaling more than 110 pounds per 
108 square feet. 
FffitSIOAL TEBTB OF ASPHAIiT SHIHGI^ ES 
Objeet of T©sts 
4 bending teat wa« designed from which comparative 
wiud-i»@sisting capabilities of asphalt shingles could b© 
a#asur®d. One® havirsg a ©oaparatiT© wind resisting rating 
for a shingl®# correlations w®re mad© with the composition 
and type ©f shingl® as d®t©riiiin©d from the first phase of 
th« «3qp#rim©ntal investigation of this studj, Th® primary 
purpos© was to dstermin® to what' extent th®. various com­
ponents of a shingle played in determining its wind-resist-
ing characteristics. Secondary purposes wer® to establish 
th® ex-tent various methods of application play in determin­
ing th® wind resistance of mf given shingle and to determine 
the effect of temperature on the wind resistance of asphalt 
shingle s* 
A test which could b® correlated with actual wind 
velocities and actual conditions was not deemed feasible# 
because of th® numerous variables encountered in practice# 
such a® protection of roof by buildings and trees # orienta­
tion of roof# pitch of roof# consistency of applications# 
and variance of wind velocities over various portions of 
th® roof in any one windstorm# On th® other hand# a test 
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design®d to mieasur® tli« actual wind-resisting ability of a 
shingl® In a controlled manner was considered to be the 
most informative In this case. If the effects the various 
ingredients of a shingle and the various n^ thods of appli­
cation have upon its wind-resisting ability are known, a 
wind-resistant shingle can be designed and applied# 
It is not believed by the author that testa in wind 
tunnels on asphalt shingles offer a good measure of the 
wind-resisting capacity of a shingle. Due to the constricted 
cross section of most wind timnels the velocities and th® 
effect of them on asphalt shingles cannot be correlated 
satisfactorily with field conditions. The author# as well 
as many other investigators# has observed in the field that 
wind damage to asphalt shingles generally comes from con­
tinuous blowing-up or bending# which results in the shingle 
craeking or tearing off or a combination of both taking place 
after a shingle's fatigue resistance has been exhausted* In 
contrast to the above described behavior under actual condi­
tions, asphalt shingles in a wind tunnel do not flap. They 
merely bend up slowly as the wind velocity is increased in 
th© tunnel• 
It was felt by the author that a controlled test, which 
would eliailnate the many variables, but still measure the 
initial resisting force of a shingle as well as its re­
sistance with repeated bending under various methods of 
application and in different temperatures, would offer the 
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b®st index of the wind-reaisting charaot©risti©a of a shingle* 
It was also deemed desirabl® to have th© tost as near laechan-
ieal in its operation as possible so as to eliminate the 
himan ©rror» 
Deseription of Equipment 
1!h© bending apparatus as designed and constructed, to 
fulfill the objective® as set forth in determining a wind 
resistance index for asphalt shingle a# is shonKi by photo­
graph in Figures 33-36 and in detail by the illustration of 
Pig» 37, The motor# gear reduction box and rotating arm 
were built in one assembly as a portable unit so it could be 
mounted on any table or work bench# Fig, 33 pictures this 
portion of th© equipmtot quite clearly. The picture shows 
th© equipment momted with a spring balance in place ready 
to begin a bending test* Two "C'* claBg>s are required to 
fasten this portion of th© equipment down to the table, 
fh© rotating arm is geared down by pulley and gear box so 
it turns at the speed of 14 revolutions per minute. 
Figures 33 and 36 show side views of th© machine in 
action. In Pig, 35 the bending cycle is just beginning, 
fh© shingle is starting to bend upward. In Fig# 36 the 
shingle is shown bent to the maximum amount. It will be re­
turned to the original position from that point. In all 
oases th© shingles were applied in the regular manner to a 
Pig. 33» Front View of Bending Apparatus 
Pig, 34* Top View of Shingle in Position 
for Testing 
Fig« 35, View of Machine Beginning Bending 
Cycle 
Pig. 56• View of Machine with Shingle in 
the Extreme Bending Position 
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2x10-inch member. Th® 2x10 was also clamped with two **0" 
elaraps which made it convenient for changing between teats. 
fhe t^ rp*© of elamping device on the outer edge of the 
shingle mB.f also be observed in Pigurea 35 and 36# Rather 
than being a channel as it might appear, it Is two angles 
bolted together in the cut-outs of the shingles. The butt 
of the shingle is placed In between the two angles as shown 
in more detail in the illustration of Fig. 37, The detail 
drawing of this figure also gives the various diaiensiona of 
the bending machine. 
A trip-type ootmtlng device was mounted on the back 
of the rotating arm upright so that the rotating ana would 
trip it on each revolution. This allowed for a count on 
the number of bends for each test shingle. The repetition 
bending was continued in each test until only a force of 10 
pounds was required to bend the shingle. In some oases the 
test was continued to readings below this amount; however* 
all of them were brought down to at least 10 pounds. 
The detailed side view of Fig. 37 also shows the ad­
justments allowable for various nailing distances. In all 
eases the shingles were nailed on the 2x104, five-eighths of 
an inch from the outer edge. The s ettlng of the bolt in 
the rotating am was adjusted in various holes depending 
on the eagjosure distance being used <m the test shingles. 
On all tests made# the forces required for the first 
five bends were recorded individually on the data sheets* 
ARM POWERED 
TO ROTATE AT 
l/2"v \ 14 R. P. M. 
SHINGLES MAY BE APPLIED 
ON THE 2"xlO" WITH 4", 
5", 5 1/2", OR 6" TAB EXPOSURE 
AND ADJUSTMENTS MADE ON 
ROTATING ARM TO COMPEN -
SATE FOR IT. 
EXTREME POSITION 
SPRING 
BALANCE 
12" TAB^  
SHINGLE \ 
2 X 10 
MATERIAL 
14 1/2 ^COUNTER 
TWO r 
ANGLES 
NAIL IS 5/8" 
FROM EDGE 
I 
<5 
I 
SCALE r»4' 
FIG.57, MACHINE FOR BENDING ASPHALT SHINGLES 
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and then the niaiabeF of b#nds at each force divisible by five 
OB down until the force of 10 pounds was reached. Also ob­
servation notes were iwde as to the type of failiire. 
Fig, S4 shows a top view of a shingle in the bending 
laachine ready for the lending tests• The -angle of this 
photograph from over the rotating arm is the same as many 
others taken for this study to show the nailing patterns 
and types of failure. 
Method of Procedure 
Experlaental design 
After considerable research into the design of experi­
ments it was decided to set the tests of the 27 different 
types of shingles up as a factorial ejqperiment. It was de­
sired to detemine an overall comparative index of bending 
resistance for the various types of shingles as well as to 
detenalije the effect of various methods of application, 
Cochran and Cox (3, p» 126) in their book entitled Experi* 
lasntal Besifm state in discussing factorial experiments as 
followsI 
In experiments designed to lead to recom-
aendations that must apply over a wide 
range of conditions# Subsidiary factors may 
be brought into an experiment so as to test 
the principal factors under a variety of 
conditions similar to those that will be en­
countered in the population to which recom­
mendations are to apply. 
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A 6x5 factorial design was used for this series of 
tests I six different types of nailing patterns being used 
at three different leirels of temperature. Eighteen tests 
of @a©h type of shingle were made; that is# one test of each 
©ombination of a 6x3 factorial arrangement. 
As mentioned pre¥iously> it was first desired to obtain 
a bending resistance index for each type of shingle tested. 
As stated by A, Fisher (5* p. 104) in his text on th© 
Deai^ n of Experiiaenta t 
...this comparison will have th© same 
precision as if th© whole of the 96 
trials had been devoted to testing the 
efficacy of on© single component. 
In the design of this study the experiment had 18 trials 
for each shingle type instead of th© 96 spoken of in the 
example cited in the quotation aboire. Mr. Pisher (5, p. 104) 
goes on to say in speaking of experimental designthatt 
*..th© first fact contributing; to the 
efficiency of ©:^ erinients designed on 
the factorial systeni# is that every trial 
supplies information upon each of th© 
main questions which the experiment is 
designed to examine. 
It might be argued that such a design loses precision because 
of the loss of replications as in this one where no absolute 
replications were made. In other words, no on© shingle was 
tested under exactly the asm® conditions aa to nailing and 
temperature as any other shingle of that type. In support 
of this Mr. Fisher (5, p, 114) states thatj 
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Although each test is only made in duplicate, 
yet all the primary questions, into which 
the difference among them may be resolved, 
are answered with the same precision as though 
the whole ©xperiment had been devoted to 
each of these questions alonei the loss of 
absolute replication is made good by the 
hidden replication inherent in the factorial 
arrangement. . 
fh© efficiency of any essperiment is of utmost importance 
in order to gain the most significant information with the 
least outlay of money and effort, and if no precision is 
lost in applying the treatments under various conditions, 
th© scope of the experiment can be broadened materially# 
In suuffluary, the factorial design of the physical tests 
allowed inforniation to be gathered from a limited nyraber of 
samples of each make and weight of available asphalt shingles, 
ishich not only pertained to the wind-resisting character­
istics as related to shingle composition but also the effects 
of nailing at vai*ying heights using various niimbers of nails 
and tested at various temperature levels. Such a design 
also allows for the study of any interactions between the 
various combinations of conditions. 
tests mad© 
In order to obtain significant information on the 
effects of number of nails, nailing distance, and tempera­
ture level on th® idnd-resistlng characteristics of asphalt 
shingles, the 6xS factorial arrangement was decided on. 
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fhis allowed for six different nailing patterns, as illus­
trated in Plg» S8* to b© t®®t®d at thr©© different tempera-
tur© levels. For analysis purposes pertaining to the above 
mentioned three variables, each series of 18 tests run on 
each different type of shingle was considered as a replica­
tion* The 18 separate tests consisted of 18 separate treat-
BM&nts, as there was no absolute replication of treatments 
within one type of shingles, 
guaber of nails». Information on the in^ ortant question 
of number of nails necessary in one strip shingl© was de­
sired# In order to obtain such information from this ex­
periment some of the treatments were designed to use six 
nails in the application of each strip shingle and some only 
four# In the past the us© of four nails has been more 
eustomary than six} however, more recently, since the manu­
facturers have become more conscious of wind damage, most 
specifications call for the use of six nails per strip 
shingl© # 
As may be noticed in Fig# 38 there were two treatments 
set up for a S-S/S-inch nailing distance, one with six nails 
and on© with four per strip shingle# Also with the 6-5/8-
inch nailing distance treatments, on© with six nails and on© 
with four has been used# This duplication of treatments 
with different numbers of nails would have been accomplished 
for the 4-S/a-inoh nailing distamee also if it was possible 
to do so; however, with a shingle having a 5-inch cut-out it 
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is Impossibl® to US© onl^ - one nail unless on© is placed on 
on© sid® of the eut-out and none on th© other# fhla method 
was not felt practical nor to b® one of common usage, Th© 
above treatments allow#d for comparison of six nails with 
four mder like conditions for two nailing distances# 
Mailing distance* fhre® different nailing distances 
were at first contemplated for this investigation* one at 
5-S/8 inches to represent th© most coHcnon S-lnch exposure 
application^  on© at 4-5/8 inches to represent th© more 
eautlonaj»f 4-»lnch exposure sometiiaes used, and one at 6»&/& 
inches to represent the extremelj high nailing application, 
Howeirerj after beginning th© tests it was realized that, 
particularly with the thick-butt shingles# a nailing distance 
in between the 5-»5/8 and 6-S/8 inch distances was very 
critical as well as th© rang© where a good many of the nails 
are placed in practice. Fig, 38 shows th© four different 
nailing distances used, This figure presents in detail the 
six nailing patterns used as applied to both the square-tab 
and th© hex-tab shingle, 
fh© fraction of 5/8 of an inch was used in all nailing 
treatment® because most of th© standard specifications put 
out by aanufacturers with their products call for the nail 
to be placed 5/8 of an inch above the ejposure line, l?o 
tab-type shingles are specified to be placed with a 6-inch 
exposure; however, in practice many shlngles are applied with 
th© coimaon ©-inch exposure but with the nails up 6 inches or 
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mor© from th® bottoii #dg® of the ahingl©« Cleveland (2) 
foMnd in hi® obaervations of 87 damaged asphalt shingle 
roofs with 5<»ineh ea^ josures that the average distance of 
the nails froM the lower edge of the shingles was 6-1/fe 
inches. Inasmuch as ®anj nails are actually placed up 6 
inches and more fro® the bottom edge of the shingle, it 
was felt desirable to obtain teat data in that range also, 
fhe 6»S/8-ineh distance was chosen to keep a uniform distcmco 
from the 5-S/8*lnch distance as the 4-5/8-lnoh ia« 
The 6«l/8*inch nailing distance was chosen for the 
fourth type of nailing distance treatment inasmuch as it 
is a halfway point between the 5*5/8-ineh specified distance 
and the extreme distance of 6-S/8 inches. This nailing 
treatment was considered to be a critical one because in 
many of the thick-butt# thin-top type shingles the transi­
tion line of the thick to thin portion of the shingle was 
very close to this nailing distance. 
fegiperature levels. It was realized from the beginning 
that all test® would have to run at controlled temperatures 
in order to obtain comparable data. Inasmuch as no one 
teraperature would be representative of field conditions when 
wind damage takes place# it was decided to run the tests at 
three temperatures, naaely, SS*, 70*$ and 35* F. This meant 
in other words timt the six nailing treatments would be re­
peated at each temperature level and would in effect eliminate 
all absolute replications. It was felt that the three 
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t@mp©ratur©s ohos®ii wo\ild bring out the trend of the effect 
of temperature on the wind resistance of asphalt shingles in 
th© rang© moat windstorms occur# The use of different 
teaperatures also allowed a study of the effect of different 
nailing patterns at different temperatures* 
featina: techniques 
Th© 486 separate toending tests of this investigation 
were made in a randomized manner. The shingles of the 
bundles lainus the two shingles used for the composition an­
alysis were assigned numbers in a randomized order# The 
bundles were then sorted and put in numerical order and 
separated into groups of six shingles# All shingles numbered 
one to six inclusiT® were tested at 55* P# 7 to 12 at 70* P, 
and IS to 18 at 05* F, 
fhe actual testa were then made by type of treatment. 
Each shingle of each type was treated with one nailing pat­
tern in the order of the number of that type of shingle# 
For examplej the S-S/S-oinch nailing with six nails was tested 
for each of th® 27 shingles at one teaqperature level startir^  
with shingle type lo# 1 throtxgh lo. 28# While the tempera­
ture control room was at that particular temperature level 
the other five nailing patterns were tested in turn for each 
of the shingles of each type. 
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Hesults of Faetorial Experiment 
!gabmila..r reaults 
Th© recorded data taken from th© 486 separate bending 
tests on 27 different types of tab-type asphalt shingles 
are shown in Appendlsc 1* Data were taken on each shingle 
tested pertaining to its initial bending resistance in pounds 
and each successive bending force through bend No. 5. 
Beyond bend So* 5 only readings as to the number of bends at 
force readings in pounds divisible by 5 were taken. The 
reading® recorded in the left part of the table therefore 
pertain to forces la pounds snd the right half the number 
of bends at designated bending resistmices. 
"She coding of the test number shown in the extreme 
left coltuan of the tables is interpreted as follows: the 
first two numbers preceding the first dash represent the 
temperature at which the test was run# in degrees Fahren­
heit; the nimber between the two dashes represents the 
number of nails used in the application of each strip shingle 
for test purposes; and th© number following the second dash 
represents the distance in Inches the nails were placed from 
the butt edge of the shingle for that particular test. For 
example f the test number S5-6-5-5/8 means the test was run 
at 55* F fmd the shingle was applied with six nails placed 
5*5/8 inches from the butt edge of the shingle. 
fhe table shows the tests for each type of shingl© 
grouped by t@mp@ratui*© of th@ tests, with respective 
«ub-«total»# fh© grand, total at the bottom representing 
the total of the first five forces for each of the 18 tests 
has been obtained by smmlng the data vertically aa well as 
horizontally. Also given in the grand total line at the 
extreme right are the total number of bends for the 18 
tests required to reduce the bending resistance of the 
0hingles tO' 10 pounds# 
Pietorial reaulta 
Figures 'S® to 6S Inclusive show each of the 27 types 
of shingles tested* fhe pictures were all taken at the 70* 
F temperature level after the bending test with six nails 
placed on©-»half inch above the recommended nailing distance 
for each particular shingle# For the standard 12-inoh 
atrip shingl® this distance was s-l/s inches while for the 
shingles reco»ffiended for 4»inch exposure it was S-l/S 
inches and' for the hex-tab shingles 5-3/4 inches, h^e 
nuiaber on each of photographed shingles designates its 
type number, as given- in Tables 3, 4 and 5. 
!rhe nailing distano® used for test shingles photo­
graphed was chosen beeaua® of the critical nature of placing 
the nails one-half of an inch above the recojamended position 
with many of the thick-butt shingles* fhis is discussed in 
the latter part of the fcesis in the analysis of the results. 
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Pig, 39* A 12" Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Ebmbossed Surface 
Pig. 40^  A Three-tab Hex Shingle with Deep 
Vertical Embossing 
Fig. 41. A 12" Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Vertical Embossing 
Pig. 42» A 12" Thick-butt, Four-tab Asphalt 
Shingle with Vertical Embossing and 4" 
Cut-Outa 
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Pig. 43. A Three-tab Hex Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing 
Pig. 44. A Heavy-Weight, Uniform-Thickness 
12^  Asphalt Shingle with a Smooth Surface 
Pig. 45, A Heavy-weight, Uniform-Thickness 
12" Asphalt Shingle with a Smooth Surface 
Pig. 46. A 12" Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with a Smooth Surface 
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Pig. 47. A 12" Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing; Shingle not Cut Out Properly 
Pig. 48. A 12" Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Smooth Surface 
Pig. 49. A 12" Uniform-thickness Asphalt 
Shingle with Smooth Surface 
Pig. 50. A 12" Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing 
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Pig, 51. A 12"* Tliick-'butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing 
Pig. 52. A Three-tab Hex Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing 
Pig. 53. A 12" Heavy-weight, Thick-butt 
Asphalt Shingle with Embossing 
Pig. 54. A 12'*^  Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing 
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Fig* 55* A Three-tab Hex Asphalt Shingle 
vd.th Smooth Surface 
Pic:. 56» A 12'* Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing Shingle Not Cut Out Properly 
Pig, 57, A 10** Rounded-tab Type Asphalt 
Shingle with Embossing 
Pig, 58, A 10" Tapered-tab Type Asphalt 
Shingle with a Smooth Surface 
Pig, 59. A Two-tab Hex Asphalt Shingle with 
a Smooth Surface 
Pig. 60« A 12'* Uniform-thickness Asphalt 
Shingle with Smooth Surfacing 
Pig. 61. A 12'* Thick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing 
Pig, 62« A 10'*x40'* Three-tab Hex Asphalt 
Shingle with Embossing 
Pig. 63• A 10^  Th.ick-butt Asphalt Shingle 
with Embossing 
Pig. 64. A 12** Heavy-weight, Uniform-thickness 
Asphalt Shingle with Smooth Surface 
Pig. 65. A 12" Uniform-thickness Asphalt 
Shingle with a Smooth Surface 
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AMAJOrSIS 
Factorial Design 
Analysla of variano® 
Two analyses of variano© w®re run on data pertaining to 
each group of asphalt shingles tested in th© factorial ex-
perim©nt| namely# thick-butt shingles, hex-tab shingles> and 
uniform-thickness shingles# On© of the two analyses of 
variance was mad© on data pertaining to th© suras of the first 
five forces required to bend each of the 18 shingles tested 
of each type of shingles# The other analysis of variance was 
made on data pertaining only to the initial forces required 
for bending the 18 shingles the first time. Tables 8# 9 
and 10 present the preliminary analysis of variance for the 
thick-butt shingles# hex-tab shingles, and uniform-thickness 
shingles, respectively# 
These analysis of variance tables show the degrees of 
freedom# suaa® of squares, and mean squares for each group 
studied as well as the "F** ratios# The ratios were 
added to show the significance of the effects of the five 
types of nailing patterns as a group and the three tempera­
ture levels as well as their interactions# 
T&hle 8 
Preliiainai^  Analysis of Variance of Thick-butt 
Shingl© Faetorial Test Data 
Source o^ f 
variation 
.D®gr©«.a of 
froedoa 
Sma of 
aqumrea 
Moan 
square ratio 
Part A 
Totals of First Piv© Foroes 
Replications 
fypes of 'tests 
feap• le vels 
Types X 
l3cpt»l ©rror 
12 
§ 
2 
10 
204 
1S,5S8»67 
101,S54.87 
57,965.62 
10#097,36 
S9,235,48 
1,044.06 
20,250.97 
23,633.31 
1,009.74 
192.33 
5.43 
105 « 33 
149.00 
5.24 
Total 233 i382.00 
Fart B 
totals of Initial Forces 
Heplicationa 12 1,123.60 93.63 12.38 
Types of testa 3 4,616.60 923.32 122.00 
I'emp. levels 2 5,191.80 2,595.90 343.00 
fypes 31 Levels 10 402.14 40.21 5.32 
Expt*l error 204 1,545.02 7.57 
•Pistml 333 13,879*16 
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Tabl© © 
Jkn&ljsiB of ?ai»i&ne© of Hex-tab 
Shlngl© Faet©i»lal Test Data 
Soupe# of' ' D#gr©es of' Sum of  ^ 'Maan ' 
variation free^ aom aquarea square ratio 
Part A 
fotala of First Plv© Forces 
leplloations 6 6*1S9.30 1,026.55 29.80 
fjrpss of tests S 1,899.75 379.95 11.03 
Temp# 1©T®1« S 42,188.44 21,094.22 613.00 
Typea x teirels 10 643.08 64.303 1.87 
Sxpf*l error loa 3,509.56 34.407 
1?otal 126 54,400.13 
• Fart B 
Total of Initial Foreea 
Replieations • 6 422.22 70.370 36.70 
Tfp&a of test® S 108.76 21.752 11.38 
l@T®ls 2 2,336.90 1,168.450 610.00 
Tjpm X i©vel» 10 30.91 3.091 1.61 
Ej^ t'*X error lou 195.21 1.914 
Total •' 125 3,094.00 
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Table 10 
fr©li®inary Analysis of Variance of Unlform-fhickneas 
Shingl© Factorial R©st Data 
i'ou,ree"*oF'' 
Tariaticm 
Mmmmmmmmmmmmrnm 
Of "Qf" 
aguar©« ratio 
Mean 
square 
Part A 
Totals of First Five Forces 
Heplicatious 
ffpea of tests 
f©mp« levels 
Types X i:,©v©l« 
B3E|>t*l error 
e^otal 
5 
2 
IG 
85 
111,827.05 
7,6^ 2,16 
99,931.35 
1,142.65 
10,944.45 
224,507.66 
92,365.41 
1,532.43 
46,465.68 
114.26 
128.76 
173.70 
11.91 
360.50 
0.89 
B©plieations 
Tfp&a of t®st» 
temp * l©v@l» 
!fyp®a K 
Expt»l ©rror 
Part B 
Total of Initial Forces 
5 
5 
2 
10 
85 
8,643.50 
373.50 
5,736.69 
53.64 
861.67 
1,728.70 
74.70 
2,868.34 
5.36 
10.14 
170.30 
7.36 
283.00 
0.53 
fotal. 107 15,669.00 
of groiULp treatansnta 
Ttii&kw».btitt ahte^ les. Prom the magnitude of th© "F** 
ratloa for ©a©h of th© group treatments on thick-butt shingles 
it is noted that they ar® all significant above th® 1 per 
c®nt l©"r©l# aa eheeko-d with Table 10.7 of Snedecor*® (7, 
Pi, 225) text on Statistical Methods, This laaj ba interpreted 
to laean# assuming randoalaed sampling and tests were made# 
that there is less than one chance in 100 of drawing a sample 
having a larger value ot P from the distribution specified if 
a ligfpothesls of no effect is assumed. 
Even though all th© ratios are significant to the 
1 per cent -level including the smallest on© of a 
great variamtc® in th© ratios is noted. The greatest effect 
is noticed to be that of temperature level on the initial 
forces, A comparison of this "P** ratio with the similar 
on© for th© sum of th© first five forces indicates that the 
effect of temperature is less than half as great on the latter. 
It is also noticed that the '"F** test representing effect of 
replications for the totals of five forces is less than half 
of that for Initial forces. The effects of the various nail­
ing patterns are very great for thick-butt shingles* howevert 
being someiiiat less for the totals of the first five forces. 
The interaction between types and levels show up with small 
''P'* ratios as ©orapared to the other ratios; however* they 
are above th© 1 per cent significance level. 
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H#3£*tiib shjynglsae A. somewbat different pattern of 
ratios is noticed for th® hex-tab shingle as compared to the 
thlck-bmtt shinglo* fh© effect of temperature is very great 
as compared to the other group treatments# and it is noticed 
to be v&Tj similar for both analyses# Th® effect of th® 
various nailing patterns as a group Is very small as compared 
to that of temperatureI howeverj the significance as gauged 
by the ""F** test la far above the 1 per cent level# A far 
greater spread of significance is noticed between the effect 
of temperature and nailing patterns for the hex-tab shingles 
aa eoapared to the thick^ butt shingles# The effect of 
temperature appears to be greater for the hex-tab shingles 
and the nailing patterns much less than that of the thick-
butt shingle group. The most variance between the "F" ratios 
for the two sets of hex-tab shingle data was for the repli­
cations# This difference showed up somewhat similar to the 
thick-butt shingle group with the initial force results be­
ing the most significant# 
tlnifona-thickness shingles# The pattern of "B'" ratios 
for th® unifowa-thicknesa shingle group is some different 
from either of the other groups of shingles# The effect of 
temperature appears to be the greatest for this group but 
not to the extent of that for hex-tab shingles# It is noted 
also that th® effect of teaaserature on uniform-thickness 
shingles is less for the Initial force than for the totals 
or the rirst bending forces, This is a reverse trend 
as eoa^ mred to the thick-hutt shingle group. 
The effect of nailing patteras as indicated by the "P** 
ratios is verj small for xaniforra-thickness shingles as com­
pared to th® thick-butt shingles# h^is trend is very similar 
to that of the hex-tab shingle group# The nailing pattern 
effect is noticed to be less for the initial forces than for 
that of the first five force totals# This is also a reverse 
trend as that shown by the thick-butt shingles. 
On© of the big differences* of the uniform-thickness 
shingle "F" ratio patterns# from the other groups is the 
large variance in replications as indicated by the large 
replication ratio# fhis was brought about by the very 
heavy-weight shingles tested in this group as well as some 
comparatively light-weight ones# 
In general it may be said from this pre­
liminary analysis of variance that the effect of temperature 
was the greatest for the hex-tab shingle group and somewhat 
the same for the other two groups, fhe effect of the nailing 
patterns as a group was far greater for the thick-butt 
fthlng,l©-ai than for either of the other two groups# The 
interaction of types and levels was significant at the 1 
per cent level for the thick-butt shingle group but not 
significant even at the 5 per cent level for either of the 
other two groups# Mo trend was evident amongst all three 
gpOTips of shingles between initial force bending resistance 
and the totals of the first five bending forces# 
Slgaificanee of individual treatmentsa types* and levels 
In order to determine the significance of the effects 
of specific nailing patterns as well as the viirious tempera­
ture levels on bending registance# Tables 11* 12 and 13 were 
prepared and included in this analysis# The treatment 
totals as well as the totals for types and levels for the 
six sets of factorial data analyzed were included in these 
tables# Besides the totals and means of the 6x3 factorial 
arrangements, in these tables the standard errors of indi­
viduals * treatments# types# and levels have been calculated 
and included# From these standard errors and the 5 and 1 
per cent level "t'* values taken from table 3#8 of Snedecor 
{7# p# 65), the significant differences for treatments# 
types# and levels were figured and also included# (These 
tables will serve as ready references for checking the sig­
nificant difference between any two values of the factorial 
arrangements of data that might be in question. 
Determination of sij^ ifleant difference# To determine 
the significant difference first the standard error of the 
difference must be calculated# The standard error of indi­
viduals is obtained by taking the square root of the rtiean 
square of the essperimental error as determined by the analysis 
of variance# If the standard error of the difference between 
-lOCft-
fftbl® 11 
lesults of fta Analysis ©f Tariano# ©f the fiaetorial Data 
fron Shirteast fypaa of fhie&*butt Shingles 
types of tests 
• Six i!,. 
lerelf 5**5/w • 5"*5/8 6-5/®  ^6-5/^  S^ /3 
Six , 
6-1/3 
Sum Mean 
part A 
Totals of First Five Forces 
55^  f 1551 1880 965 78? 
7©® F 1200 IW 779 660 
85® F 91i^  901 602 511 
19Ji8 
1391* 
1079 
1296 
1159 
812 
7807 
6250 
4819 
100,09 
80.15 
61.78 
Sm 561^ 5 5259 2^  1958 
Mean 95-^ 16 85*56 6O.5O 50.21 
hkSl 
115.56 
52i^ 7 
85.26 
18876 
80.67 
Malysis 
Irror sua of .aquares 9 192»55 Degrees of freedom • 20U 
S.e. M.s *0. 
S.e. of H.s.e. 
dlff. of diff 
Staniari error of iatl-ridtjials 
Standard error of treataaats 
Staadari error of type# 
S1»ndar4 error of leyel# 
15.88 
50a 
86.7 
122.7 
15.88 
5.85 
2.22 
1.57 
19.68 
71.00 
122.70 
17i+.00 
19.68 
5.45 
5.14 
2.22 
%^ 05 « 1.972, • 2.601 5?S level 
Sun Mean 
1% 
&vm 
level 
Mean 
Slig* dif, of treatments 
Sig. dif. of typ®® 
gig. dif« of lerels 
II1.O.O 
2^ 42 .0 
51^ 5.0 
10.75 
6.20 
i^ .58 
18U,5 
51.90 
452.0 
14.18 
8.18 
5.77 
(Oontiiit^d on next page) 
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11 i<Sont*&) 
typ»8 of togta 
fmp* 
l«Tel8 
Six F®w 
5-5/% 
^ Si* four . Six Six 
5-5/^ 6*5/^ 6-5/^ 6-1/1 Sw Hoaa 
Part B 
fotals of Initial F©r««« 
5f3 28i m 391 2193 28*12 
af7 '• ^0 m 190 350 315 1672 21»M|. 
t38 al^l I7k 150 277 217 1297 16.63 
931 9Sk m 589 1111 922 5162 
83.07 23.67 17.56 15.10 26^ 49 23.6U 22.06 
55® F 
tO« f 
85® P 
Bm 
mm 
Am lysis 
Srr©r ««» of «<{tmr«s • 7.57 Bograas of freadoBi - 2014 
g.a. H.s.a. 
S.a.of 
diff. 
M.S.a. 
of diff 
S^aadard error &f i»diTiduala 
S^ndard mrror «f traatmeats 
StaBdaifd mrrw of 'li^fpos 
Staadard ©prer «f lawls 
2.75 
9.93 
17.22 
21^.33 
2.75 
0.765 
0.312 
3.89 
li*.07 
iSi+Jto 
3i|..^+0 
3.09 
1.083 
.625 
« 1.972. - 2.601 3% laral 
iim Maaa 
1^ leral 
SUB Maaa 
Stg. dtf. ©f traa-faaaats 
Slg. dif. of %f«s 
Slg. dlf. «f larali 
27.70 
1*8.10 
68.00 
2.1I40 
1.237 
0.832 
36.6 
63.5 
89.5 
2 .820 
1.625 
1.098 
-lOl*-
fftbl® 12 
lesults of an Aaalysl® of Tariaao® of th® footerial Data 
fv&m. S®Tw iyp«s of Sex-tab Shingles 
18 ef teata 
M
 II
 
•
 
I
I
 
Six 
5-5/% 
Foiar 
5-5/% 
Six 
6-5/^ 
Four 
6*^/8 
Six Six 
5-3/^ Sm Meaa 
fart A 
totals of First Fire Foroes 
55® F 
?o® w 
85® F 
696 
1^92 
m 
no 
485 
360 
686 
490 
372 
622 
s 
655 
4-@6 
380 
726 
5ai 
393 
4095 
2987 
2223 
97*50 
71»12 
52.93 
Bvm 
mam. 
1551 
T3.S5 
1563 im 
73.7i 
li|22 
67-71 
1521 
12M 
1700 
80.95 
9305 
73.85 
Error sum of si^mres 
•tealysis 
Degrees of freedom • 102 
S.e. of M*s.e• 
S*e. ii.s .e. diff. of diff 
Standard error of indiridmls 5.88 5.88 8.36 8.36 
Standard error of trea-laneBts 15.51 2.22 22.05 3.16 
Standard error of '^pes 26.95 1.285 38.30 1.82 
Standard error of leTels 38.10 0.907 54.20 1.29 
• 1.984, t^ Qi • 2.626 3% level \% level 
Bvm IfoKa Svm. Mean 
Sig» dif. of treataeats 43.7 6.28 57.9 8.30 
Slg. dif. of types 75.0 3-61 101.0 4.78 
Sig. dif. of levels 107.5 2.56 142 .2 3.39 
(Ooatiiitied m aext page} 
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l^ bl® 12 (Cont'd) 
fypgg of tantiii 
i®v©i» 
Six 
5-§/i 
Fow 
5-5/8 
Stac 
6-5/^ 
Fotir 
6-5/8 
Six 
k'lA 
Six 
5-3/4 Sum Mean 
part B 
fotftli of Initial Fc»roe« 
5f®F m 171 I# 155 160 181 1005 23.93 
70®P 119 ISl 12t 115 120 m3 7ho 17.62 
@5% n 96 m 96 99 565 13.1^5 
im 3io 386 38t 358 3766 423 2310 
VtAH 10«1O 18.3® 18,l<.3 17.05 17 •90 20»12^ 18.33 
Aaftlyijg 
Irror »m of $qmrm c 1.91li. Degrees of freedCBB s 102 
S«e» K.s.e. 
S.e. of 
diff. 
M.s.e. 
of diff 
Standard error of individml# 
Standard error of trea:tne(nt« 
Standard error of typei 
Standard error of let-el# 
1.388 
3.67 
6.35 
8.98 
1,P8 
0.521^ 
0.302 
0.2135 
1.968 
5.200 
6.99 
12.73 
1.968 
©•7l*3 
0.1^8 
0.303 
t,05 s ,^ox 5 ^ •6i6 5^ 
Sm 
level 
Mean 
1^  level 
Sm Meaa 
Slg» dif. of treatment® 
81g> dif. of types 
Sig. dif. of leirela 
10.33 
17.87 
25.30 
1473 
0.850 
0.602 
13.66 
23.60 
33.i*.5 
X.9k 
1.12 
0.80 
Tabl® 12 C00jttt»d) 
fyp0» of test# 
Stic Four Six fowr Siac Six 
Imlt 5*5/S 5-5/^  6-5/% 6-5/^  k-^ /^  6-1^  Sua Maaii 
Part 1 
fotali of Initial Foroos 
55® r 169 169 155 160 161 1005 23.93 
-102*-
fftbl® 13 
lesults of tku Aini.lysis of T«rl&iie« of the footerial Dftt* 
tr<m Mix %pe» of Tiaif®r»-thiolaBe»s Shtngles 
typ®s of i»st# 
l«-r@iai 
Six 
5-5/^ 
Foitp • 
5-5/^ 
$ix-' 
6-5/^ 
Four 
.6-5/8 
Six 
4-5/3 
Six 
6-1/3 Svm McMUd 
Part A 
TotAli of First five foroes 
55® f 
70® f 
85® 
972 
532 
989 
m 
926 
^3 
507 
831 
621 
i|.75 
1061 
785 
585 
951 
737 
506 
5730 
1^198 
3159 
159.17 
116.61 
87.75 
Kofta 
2203 
122.39 
2236 
12^.22 
2096 
116 .Wt 
1927 
107,06 
Aimlysis 
21^31 
135.06 
219b 
121.89 
I3O87 
121.18 
Brror sw of agunroe s 128 .?6 
.St&atitrd #3rr#r of i»divt4ml» 
$imndmt4 •rror ^of treatm«at« 
Standari «»rj»or '©f typ®#' 
StaaditrA; mrr&r ' of l«>Telis 
s l.98», « 0.635 
Sig. dif• ©f tr««t®®»t§ 
Sig. ' Of typss 
iig. dir..'Of 'i^ fois 
D«gr«»« frood« 
S •# < 
11 ^37 
27.® 
i^ S.S 
6S.g 
M»s »o. 
11.37 
h*63 
2,66 
1.89 
85 
S»o» &t 
diff. 
16.1 
39^  
68.2 
964 
M*8.9• 
Of dlff 
16.1 
6.55 
3.79 
2»6S 
5|g lOTOl 
Svm Kofta 
l«Tr«l 
Staa Xeui 
78.3 
135.5 
..8 
13.03 
7.5i* 
5.53 
103.8 
179.3 
25{*.0 
17.25 
10.00 
7.06 
(@oxitim««d m next page) 
faW® 15 (C©at»d) 
of 
femf • Six pQur Six F©\!ir Six Six 
lairal# 5-5/^  5-5/^  6*5/^  6-5/fe 6-1/^  Sun Ueaa 
,I 
totals of 
»art B 
Initial Foroaa 
55® F 2^ 4.1 2k9 232 213 260 11*37 39.92 
70® F 1714- 178 166 159 195 186 1058 29.39 
? llil. •ll+O 128 1^  147 127 798 22»17 
5^ # 567 526 I0i- 602 555 3298 
50.5i* Itaam 30.50 31.50 29.22 27 .ill* 33»i4 30.83 
Aaaalyala 
Irror stam of a%mr«8 a 10*1% Begreaa freedoB s 85 
Standard error of imdi-vidmls 
Stamdard arrer treatffi^ ts'. 
Standard arror ®f 
Standard «rr©r &f lairslt 
.05 •^©1 • 
dif• of treatnemtv 
Sig» dlf« 0t tyfea 
•.Slg. dif* «f lairels 
S«e* 
hX9 
7.01 
13^ 55 
19*10 
B([«a *9« 
5.19 
1.30 
0,75 
0.53 
S • a . of K • a * a • 
dlff. of diff 
h»52 
11*07 
19.15 
27 *00 
k»5S^  
1.8U 
1.06 
0.75 
5^  laval 
' ' ttwift 
' .. ' ...-. ... ..A 
1^  laral 
TM MWBL 
MiO 
36.1 
55.7 
3*66 
2.11 
19^ 2 
50.5 
71.2 
1*.95 
2.79 
1.975 
-103-
individuals, %remtm@nta$ types* or levels is desired; it 
may be obtained by multiplying the standard error of one 
individual by th© square root of the number of individuals 
involved. One® having tb.e standard error the significant 
differenee may be obtained by multiplying the standard error 
by the **t*^  value at the level desired and for th© degrees 
of freedom involved# 1?he above is derived from th© defini­
tion of given by Snedeeor (7# p, 45)# as follows s 
t » Mean difference/standard error of the difference 
Significfittie© of lumber of Hails 
Thlck^ butt shinigles 
1?h© advantage to be gained from six nails per strip 
shingle over four seems to be interrelated with a nuraber of 
other factors• fable 14 presents numerically in pounds the 
difference in bending resistance between the us© of six 
nails and four nails at th© different temperature levels 
and at the S-S/S said 6-5/8 inch nailing distance# The sig­
nificant differences at the 5 and 1 per cent levels * as 
taken from fable 11, are also given in this table for con­
venience of comparison# 
From Fart A of th© table pertaining to thick-butt 
shingles it is noticed that only at th© 55* F temperature 
level was there a significant difference between th© use 
of six nails over four# In considering th© total of the 
•104a-
Tabl# 14 
Th© Signlficane© of Sl:£ Hails over Four on Bending 
B©»istan©o of Asphalt Shingles in Pounds 
f®ap 
l©ir#l 
Differene® Blffefenee 
at 5-5/8'* at 6-5/8« 
Significance 
fotal of 
1st 0 
m* F 
70* F 
85* F 
Staiffi" of 
dif. 
Mean of 
dif. 
"Part Jk 
Thiek«!»toiitt shingles 
2il#^  
X22 
13 
17m 
119 
91 
388## 
10*09#« 
140.0 
140,0 
140.0 
242.0 
6.2 
134. 5 
134. 5 
184.5 
319.0 
8.2 
fotal of 
initial 
forces 
55* F 
70* F 
85^  F 
S.«m" of 
dlf. 
M®iaa of 
dif. 
3 
f 
3 
7 
0.3 
47'»# 
25 
24 
96^  
2.46«« 
27.7 
27.7 
27.7 
48.1 
1.237 
36.6 
36.6 
36.6 
63.5 
1.625 
Fart B 
H©x-tab shingles 
fotal of 55* F -14 64-^  43.7 57.9 
1st five- 70* F 7 37 43.7 57.9 
fore#® 85* P • 5 25 43.7 57.9 
•Sim • of 
dif. —12 126^  75.0 101. 0 
Mean of 
dif. - 0. 58 6,04^  3.61 4.78 
Total of 55* F - 2 14^ # 10 . 33 13.66 
initial 70* F -• 2 J 10.33 13.66 
foro®s 85 • F - 2 8 10.33 13.66 
Bton • of 
dlf. m 6 29#« 17.87 23.60 
Moan of 
dif. 0. 28 l,38<Hfr 0.850 1.12 
(Continuod on next page) 
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14 
(Gont»d) 
f«BQ> Differene© Difference Significance 
le^ el at §«.S/8'^  at 6*5/8'* 5^  2^  
Fart C 
Ilnifora-*thickness ahlngles 
Total of s§* p 1^7 95# 78»3 103.8 
l«t S 70* F 0 42 78.3 103.8 
force# Q&* W •as 32 78 .3 103.8 
Slim" of 
dlf. •"•33 169# 135.5 179.3 
Meiua of 
dif« 1»83 7.54 10.0 
Total of 55* F p» Q 19 22.0 29*2 
initial 70* F - 4' 7 22.0 29,2 
forces 85* F 6 22.0 29 .2 
SiMa' of 
dlf» "•18 32 38.1 50.5 
aif» • 1«0 1.78 2.11 2.79 
#Signifleant at 5^ ' le^ el 
#«'Slgniifieant at 1^  l®v®l 
•3.0 5-» 
ti3?at fiv© forces at 55* F the advantage was significant at 
the 1 pel* cent level with 5-5/8-inch nailing distance and 
only at the 5 per cent level with 6-5/8-inch nailing 
distano®. In ataaming the effect for all temperature levels» 
however# the advantage of six over four nails was signifi­
cant at the 1 per cent level for both the 5-5/8 and 6-5/8 
inch nailing distance# fhere was then a very significant 
advantage of six nails over four when compared through the 
first five bendsJ however* most of the advantage was found 
to be at the lower tes^ eraturea. 
When only the Initial forces were considered^  an ad­
vantage of six nails over four for thick-butt shingles was 
only found at the extreme nailing distance of 6-5/8 Inches. 
fh® same trend of advantage of thick-butt strip shingle 
application with six nails instead of four is brought out 
by the data of fable IS which is plotted in Figures 70 and 
71, Th® data of this table includes the tapered-type 
shingle tested as a thick-butt# so has 14 instead of 13 
shingle types included in the thick-butt group. The data 
are also weighted on th© basis of the weights of the re­
spective shingles on a 108 square foot basis* In this manner 
the curves of Figures 70 and 71 present weighted comparisons 
of the various types of shingles as well as the difference 
between the use of six nails as compared to four. 
Th© shaded area of the curves representing the thick-
butt shingle tests in these two figures show that the 
1^06-
Tabl® 15 
fhe Sffeet of lalling Patterns on the Continued Bending 
Il0sistan©« of Amph.B.lt Shingles in Poiands 
Mailing 
patt®3m 
Ntimber of bends 
5 
fot, of wt of 
lat 5 shin^ ea 
bonding in Iba/ 
forces 108 ft" 
6 • i-5/8 
Total 
AT/t®»% 
A¥/lb 
4 • §»$/8 
Total' 
Av/ t«it 
A-r/lb 
6 6*S/8 
total 
l.v/t.#st; 
Ar/Xh ; 
4 • 6-5/8 
fotftl 
Af/tm&t 
4ir/Xb 
® • 4-S/8 
Total. 
Av/%mt 
kr/lh 
& - 6*1/8 
fotal 
AY/ t®st 
kv/lh 
Part A 
Thiek-butt shingles 
(14 including 1 ti|)©r-butt) 
its 
t5.7 
.201© 
980. 
• ^006 
043 
• 1298 
1194 
S8»4 
,2410 
1003 
23.9 
.2030 
81,6 . 
10.8 
.1680 
753 • . 
17»9 
• ISSO 
729 
17.4 
,1475 
643 
15.. 3 
.1300 
686 
16.3 
.1383 
583 
13*9 
aiso 
433 
lO.B 
.091® 
991 
23.6 
»2Q0B 
757 
18.0 
.1530 
387 
9.2 
.0780 
904 
21.S 
.18S5 
658 
1S»6 
.1323 
355 
8.4 
.0713 
850 
S0»2 
.1713 
596 
14, S 
.1305 
649 
15.6 
.1S25 
540 
12.9 
.1095 
745 547 470 423 394 
17.8 13.0 11.t 10.1 9.4 
*1510 .1105 .0950 .0855 .0798 
330 
7.9 
.0670 
811 
19.3 
.1635 
553 
13.2 
.1190 
3875 
92.3 
3509 
83.3 
S879 
61.3 
2168 
51.7 
1648^ 7 
117.8 
1648.7 
117.8 
1648.7 
117.8 
1648.7 
117.8 
4750 1648.7 
113.2 117.8 
3567 
84.9 
1648.7 
117.8 
COontlnu®d on next page) 
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fabl© IS 
(Cont'd) 
Mailing 
patt®wi 
Tot. of Wt of 
Hiaatoer of b@nds lat 5 shingleo 
-——— bending in lbs/ 
1 S 3 4 5 forces 108 ft® 
' fart B 
Hex-tab shingles 
(7 shingles) 
e •• §.*•§/© 
•fotitl 
Av/t©.gt 
Ar/Xh 
mo 
18.1 
.1950 
323 
1S.3 
.1648 
299 
14.2 
.1529 
284 
13.1 
• 1405 
266 
12.7 
.1369 
1551 
73.7 
649.3 
92.8 
4 •'5-5/a 
Total' 
Av/t®st 
Av/lb 
386 
IS. 4 
.1980 
327 
15.6 
.1680 
300 
14.3 
.1540 
282 
13»4 
411442 
268 
12.8 
.1380 
1563 
75.7 
649.3 
92,8 
6 ^  ©-5/8 
fotal 
Av/tmt 
kr/lh 
387 
18.4 
.1980 
324-
15.4 
.1660 
293 
13.9 
.1498 
279 
13.3 
.1432 
265 
12,7 
.1368 
1548 
73.7 
649.3 
92.8 
4 • 6-S/8 
fotal 
Av/test 
358 
17.0 
.1832 
298 
14.2 
.1530 
272 
13.0 
.1400 
253 
12.0 
.1292 
241 
11.5 
.1238 
1422 
67.7 
649.3 
92,8 
4 » 5'»l/4 
Total 
Air/teist 
kw/Xh 
376 
17.9 
.1930 
318 
15.1 
• 1627 
291 
14.3 
.1540 
275 
13.1 
.1415 
261 
12.4 
.1335 
1521 
72.3 
6 » 5»5/4 
i?Qt.ia. 
Av/t@st 
Aw/Xh 
423 
20.* 1 
.2170 
353 
16,8 
.1810 
324 
15.8 
»1700 
307 
14.6 
.1570 
293 
13.9 
.1498 
1700 
81.0 
(Gonfeinued on next page) 
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Tabl© 15 (Cont»d) 
Tot, of Wt* of 
Himber ©f bends 1st 5 shin^ ea 
Sailing bending in lbs/ 
pattern 1 S 3 4 5 forces 108 ft» 
Part C 
n^lf©iTO-tlii©lEn@ss shingles 
{6 8hingl©s) 
6 - S«.S/8 
fotal 
4v/t®at 
4T/lb 
4 - 5»5/8 
fotal. 
AY/test 
Air/lb 
6 • 6^ 5/8 
Total 
Air/t@st 
4T/lb 
4 • 6-5/0 
fotal 
Av/t@st 
Av/lb 
e 4»5/8 
total 
4ir/t®0t 
Av/lb 
6 ^  6-1/S 
Total 
Av/tmt 
kv/lh 
S49 
SO. 5 
.954,S 
567 
•31,.§ 
.2630 
S46 
S0»5 
• 2530 
494 
27*4 
.2288 
602 
3S.5 
.S780 
tV C? FS' Do«> 
30.8 
.2570 
45© 
SS.5 
• 21SS 
467 
85.9-
• SI 60 
436 
24.2 
• soao 
405 
S2.4 
.1868 
507 
28.2-
. 3350 
456 
.2110 
4S0 
.1945 
426 
23.7 
.lt75 
400 
S2,g 
.1850 
366 
ao.3 
.1695 
464 
SS.8 
.2150 
419 
23.3 
.1©45 
396 
22.0 
.1835 
398 
22.1 
. 1S45 
376 
20*9 
.1743 
341 
18.9 
.1577 
438 
24.3 
.2030 
394 
21.9 
.1825 
379 
21.0 
.1753 
378 
21.0 
.1750 
358 
19.9 
.1660 
323 
18,0 
.1500 
420 
23.3 
.1945 
369 
20.5 
.1715 
2203 
122 
2236 
121 
2096 
116 
1927 
107 
2431 
135 
2194 
122 
717.4 
119.7 
717.4 
119.7 
717.4 
119.7 
717.4 
119.7 
717.4 
119.7 
717.4 
119.7 
•1O0^  
eojQfclnwd ad¥«intag@ of six nails over four waa gained with 
th@ 6-S/3»»ineh nailing distant?®j however# with the nails 
plaeed at inehes from the hutt the advantage after five 
b#nda was SI per cent even though there was no advantage 
inltiall;^ , fhis 2X par eent advantage after five bends 
-with the S-»5/S-lnoh nailing is greater than at the 6-5/8-
ineh nailing* and as mentioned before is highly significant, 
fhis indicates then that at the standard nailing distance 
of 5-»S/8 inches there may b® no or only little advantage of 
aix nails over four to resist the initial bendj, but the 
extra two nails are highly advantageous in preventing the 
bending resistance from reducing so rapidly with successive 
bends.# 
Figures 66»69 illustrat® pictorially two different 
thick»butt fhingles that have torn past the nails in bending 
testa when only four nails were used; however, with six 
there was no tearing arotand the nail heads and the line of 
bending was above the nails# The two shingles of Figures 66 
and 67 are thiok-butt shingles with embossed surfaces from 
Bundle Ho# 1. fhe two shingles of Figures 68 and 69 are 
similar thielE-^ butt shingles only with smooth surfaces and 
froia Bundle Mo# 9 of the 27 different shingles tested. All 
four of th® bending tests were made at 55* F with the nails 
all placed at the standard distance of 5-5/8 inches from 
th© butt of the shingles# Frcwa the original test data on 
109-
Pig. 66* Bending with Six Nails Placed 
5~5/8 Inches High 
Pig» 67, Tearing Past Nails with Pour at 
5-5/8 Inches High 
Pig» 68» Bending with Six Nails Placed 
5-5/8 Inches High 
Plg« 69, Tejaring Past Nails with Pour 
at 5-5/8 Inches High 
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NAILS PLACED 5 5/9" 
FROM EDGE OF SHINGL^ 
BRACKET FLGJRES SHOW 
PERCENT ADVANTAGE OF 
STX NAILS OVER FOUR 
UNIFORM 
THICK - BUTT 
6 NAILS 
4 NAILS 
I 2 3 4 5 
NUMBER OF BENDS 
FIG. 70rHE EFFECT OF NUMBER OF NAILS ON 
BENDING RESISTANCE OF ASPHALT 
SHINGLES 
NAILS PLACED 6 5/8 ' 
FROM EDGE OF SHINGLE 
BRACKETS SHOW PERCENT 
ADVANTAGE OF SIX NAILS 
OVER FOUR 
UNIFORM - THICKNESS 
THICK - BUTT 
6 NAILS 
4 NAILS 
2 3 4 
NUMBER OF BENDS 
FIG 71 THE EFFECT OF NUMBER OF NAILS ON 
BENDING RESISTANCE OF ASPHALT 
SHINGLES 
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tli® individual shingles it is noticed that both No, 1 shingles 
shown her© had an initial bending resistano® very nearly th© 
being 37 pounds with six nails and 36 pounds with 
four} however, after five bends th© resistances were 26 and 
15 poundsrespectively# and 125 bends were needed to reduce 
the resistance of the shingle with six nails to 10 pounds 
where only 10 were needed with only four nails. The record 
of shingle lo» 9 was very nearly the same with initial re­
sistance® of 52 and 33 pound®; however# after five bends 
they were S3 and 16 poimds# respectively# with 112 bends 
required to reduce th® resistanoe of th© shingle with six 
nails to 10 pounds and only 17 bends required for the one 
with four nails# 
H®x*tab shingles 
fhe only significant advantage of six nails over four 
in the application of hex-tab shingles# as shown by the test 
results of fable 14# was at the 6-5/8-inch nailing distance 
at the 55* F temperature level* 1?h© advantage at the higher 
temperature levels for this extreme nailing distance were 
high enough# however# so that when the sum difference was 
considered for this nailing it was highly significant. The 
pattern of differences for th© bending forces through th© 
fifth and th® initial forces was somewhat the same for th© 
hex-tab shingle. 
ais-
Th@ weighted bending resistances of hex-tab shingles m 
tested thTOiagh fIT© bends with six and four nails are shown 
in fart B of fable 15, ^hese data are plotted in Figures 70 
and 71 for a graphieal presentation of the differences. As 
with th# thiok«-butt shingles, the six-nail application showed 
a continued adirantag® through the first five bends at the ex­
treme nailing distance of 6-5/8 inches. It is also noted 
that the weighted advmitage of the hex-tab shingles over the 
thick-butt was quit® significant with the extreme nailing 
distance# At the 5-5/8-inoh nailing distance the weighted 
initial bending resistance was the same for the two groups; 
however* with continued bending the resistance of the thick-
butt shingles fell off rapidly in comparison to the hex-
tab ahinglea which showed no advantage of six nails over 
four. In fact# four nails showed up slightly better than 
the six initially; however, not a significant amount. 
Pniform-thictoiegs ahin^ leg 
Th© trend of differences in bending resistance between 
six and four nails for unifom-thickness shingles was some­
what similar to that of the hex-tab shingles. As shown in 
Part C of liable 14* the only significant advantage of six 
nails over four was found at 55* P with the nails placed 
6-S/8 inches from the butt* and then only significant at the 
© per cent level. The S per cent level significance did# 
however# earrj down to the sum differene® for that nailing 
di:atanc#» 
4«s with th@ h©x-'-tab shinglesj onlj greater in the case 
of th« i2nlf©«s»thi«kn©sa shingles, some reduction in bending 
resistmee with the addition of the extra two nails was ob» 
served with the standard nailing distano© of 5-5/8 inches, 
fha alight reduction was somewhat consistent through the 
tests} however, the magnitude of the difference was not sta-
tiaticallj significant at the 5 per cent level, fhis trend 
is also brought out with the data of Part C of tTabl© 15 and 
shown graphically in Figures TO and 71. The continued ad­
vantage of six nails over four with the extreme nailing 
distanc© of 6-5/8 inches is shown in Fig. 71 to be about 10 
per cent through the fifth bend. 1!he disadvantage of 3.2 
per cent initially with the standard nailing distance is 
Shown in Fig. 70# 
SU2tolEI*T 
Wwmi B to 16 per cent initial advantage and 10 to 20 
per cent advantage after five bends was showi for all groups 
of shingles with the extreme nailing distance of 6»5/8 inches. 
The oaly advantage of six nails over four for the 
standard nailing distance of S-5/8 inches was found to be 
with the thick-butt shingle group and then only after five 
bends* fhe extra two nails in this caae did account for a 
very appreciable increase in resistance to continued bending# 
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being 21 per cmnt after fiv# bends, fh© tests for hex-tab 
shingles as w®ll as unifom-thickness shingles showed no 
advantage of six nails over four after five bends with the 
standard nailing distance, and showed up to a 3»2 per cent 
disadvantage for the initial bending. 
From the test observationa it was found that the big 
advantage of the extra two nails per strip shingl© was in 
the prevention of the shingle tearing past the nail heads 
in bending# Where this condition of tearing past did not 
appear to b® imminent the advantage of the extra nails waa 
not apparent, fh© tendency to tear past the nail heads was 
quit© evident in the thio&^ 'butt shingle group at the lower 
temperature levels MI is shown in the original test data. 
Si^ lfieanee of Hailing Distance 
fhigk^ 'wbutt ahingle s 
fable 16 shows the numerieal differences of bending 
resistances in pounds at the various nailing distances 
tested for the three groups of shingles analyzed. The dif­
ferences in bending resistance for one inch differences in 
nailing distance are all statistically s ignificant at the 
1 per cent level, fhe drop in resistance with the one inch 
more distant nailing is much greater than the increase over 
the standard when the nails are placed at the 4-5/a»inch 
distance# This is particularly true with the thick^ butt 
Table 16 
Th© Slgnlfieanc© of Hailing' Bistsms© mi Bending Umlstmm 
of 4spfaalt Shingles in Pomds 
Dif* between Dif« b©tw©n Dif* hm%mm Significaai©© 
l©?el #-5/8'* 5-5/8'* S^ S/S** -
and 5*5/8" and 6-5/8'* and 6-1/8'* 1% 
Part 1 
fhick-butt shingles 
fotal of 55* F 417## S66» 235## 14040 184^ 5 
1st five 70* F 194^  421## 61 140*0 184* S 
forces 85^  P i&m 31»^  102 140*0 184.5 
Sum of 
dif. 776m 1299## 398^  242.0 319,0 
Mean 
dif« 19*90^  33#16» 10.20^  6.2 8.2 
fotal of 55' F IGS^  5 27.7 36*6 
initial 70* F 53## 74^  -17 27.7 36*6 
forces 8S* F 39#« 64«# 91 27.7 36*6 
Sum of 
dif. 180^  246^  9 48.1 63.5 
Sean 
dif. 4.62#«> 6«3l^  0.22 1.237 1.6J 
©Significant at level 
^^ Significant at 1% level 
{Continued on next page) 
TaW© 16 (eofittt) 
iQvel 
Dif. l?©t««en Dif. b6tw«#n 
4-5/8" 5-5/8" 
and S-S/S" and S-S/S** 
Dif. fe@tw@®n 
S-5/8'* 
and 6-1/8" 
Signifieane® 
1 
Hex-tab sMjigles ' 
fotal of 55* F -41 W —30 4S,7 57.9 
1st five 70* f « 6 •g 43.7 57.9 
foroes 8§* F •17 -11 -30 43.7 57.9 
Sam of 
dif. -SO S -149## 75.0 101.0 
lean 
dif. - 1.4t 0.14 - 7.10## 5,61 4.78 
fotal of 55* f -9 0 -li# 10.33 13.66 
initial 70 * F 1 -3 »24m 10.33 13.66 
fore#s 85* f 4 -4 - 7 10.33 13.66 
Siia of 
dif» —4 .7 -45« 17.87 23.60 
Mean 
dif. -0.20 •O.SS - 2.04#^ 0.850 1.12 
®Signifieimt at 5^ level 
^^ Significant at 1^  l©?el 
(Continued on next page) 
fmbl© 16 CC®nt*d) 
mmmm msm 
Sif» hBt-mm Dlf. Dif* 
4-§/8'» S-S/0'» §-5/8« 
Imml and §«i/8'* 6*S/S** 6*l/8« 
Signifieaae# 
5^  1^  
farfe C 
tJnlfom-thlelmess shingles 
fotml of m" f 89# 46 21 78*3 1033 
1st fiv© •70 * F 86# 36 -38 78,3 103.8 
forces 85* F S3 ts •, 26 78«3 103.8 
Sm of 
dif. 228## 107 7 133. 5 179.3 
Mem aif^  12.67## S«95 Q.m 7.54 10.0 
Total of 55* F 19 9 -1 22.0 29.2 
initial 70* F 21 3 -12 22.0 29.2 
forces 85* F 13 6 7 22.0 29.2 
Sum of 
dif. 53^  23 6 38.1 50.5 
lean dif. 2,94^  1,28 •0,33 2,11 2.79 
I 
§• 
I 
S^igaifleant at 5^  level 
«^ Signlficant at 1^  level 
shingl® beeaus® in most cases when the nails &ve placed as 
high as 6-S/8 inches th@7 ar® in the thin-top portion of 
the shingle# 
fh© decreaa© in bending resistance when the nails wer® 
plaeed 6**l/8 inches from the butt^  on©»half of an inch higher 
than recOBsaended# was also highly significant when consider­
ing the first five bending forces. This decrease was not# 
however# noticed in the initial bending f'esistances# 
Fig. 72 illustrates these differences graphically, lihe 
cunres of this figure ar© showi on a weighted basis similar 
to Figuref 70 and 7X$ the data being taken from Table 15. 
Th© initial advantage of the 4-5/a-inch spacing over the 
standard S-S/S-inch was about 20 per cent, while the dis­
advantage of placing the nail one inch farther out at 6-5/8 
inches was tS per cent* After five bends the advantage and 
disadvantage, respectively, were 23.4 and 40 per cent. 
It is important to notice that# although initiauLly 
there appeared to be no advantage of the 5-5/8-inch nail 
distance over the 6-l/8-ineh nailing# the resistance dropped 
off rapidly and the curve representing that nailing distance 
on Fig. 72 immediately took the shape of the 6-5/8-inch 
curve. The more rapid drop-off of bending resistance with 
the one-half inch more distant nailing Indicates that some 
of the nails in the thick-butt shingles were on or near the 
vei^  weak transition llri® of the shingl® where they change 
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in' thick)R©®» from the thick-butt to th® thin-top. This 
locaticm of th© nails allows them to tear out quite rapidly 
so that the bending takes place on this transition line where 
th® resistance i® irery low# The neamesa of the nails to 
the transition line on m^ y of the thiek-butt shingles, with 
the nails plaeed i-»l/8 inches from the edge, can be observed 
in the photographs of the individual shingles in Figures 39 
to 65* The resulting tearing past of many of these same 
shingles during the bending tests may also be observed. 
Hex* tab•shingles 
fhe behavior of the hex-tab shingles in this series of 
 ^tests was somewhat eratio. Due to the difference in design 
of the shingle and the necessity for different nailing and 
application^  th® test results are not readily comparable with 
those of the other types of shingles, fhe four tests de­
scribed in the previous section on number of nails were 
identical in nailing pattern to the similar ones for the 
square-tab «hingles| however# the 4-5/a-inch and the 6-1/8-
inch tests on the square-tabs were somewhat changed for the 
hex-tab®. It being iispossible to nail a hex-tab shingle, wilh 
the customary 5-inch cut-out, with a 4-5/8-inch nailing 
distance# the recoimiended nailing pattern was used. This 
called for four nails placed S-l/4 inches from the edge 
instead of the six used in that test for the other shingles 
at 4»5/8 inehes# Th® other test on th© hex-tab shingles 
instead of having th© nails at the 6-l/8-inch distance as 
msed for th© square-tatos was with six nails placed one-half 
inch higher than specified which was 5-3/4 inches, 'This 
latter described nailing pattern proved to be the best of 
the six different ones tried in this investigation. As shown 
in Part B of fable 16, there was no statistical difference 
between the other tests made either initially or after five 
bends# 
Pig. 73 illustrates graphically the small differences 
observed for the different nailing distances used on th© hex-
tab shingles. It is noted that the curves for the 5-5/8-
inoh and the 6-S/8-in0h nailing distances coincide* Some 
decrease is noted between these two nailing patterns and the 
recoaiaended nailing pattern with 5-l/4«fcinch nailing distance, 
fhis was evidently because of the fewer nails used with the 
5-l/4-ia©h tests as compared to the 5-5/8 and 6-5/8-inch 
tests# Th© significant increase of the S-3/4-inch nailing 
distance tests over the others is not eacplainable. Further 
tests with laore types of hsx-tab shingles would be needed 
to determine this. 
'gniforat-1hictoess ingles 
Th© effect on bending resistance of uniform-thickness 
shingles by the various nailing distances used was only sig­
nificant between the 5-6/8-inch and 4-5/8-inch nailing 
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distan©®* 4s showi by Part C of Table 16 the difference was 
pignifleant at th® 1 percent level when the nails were 
placed on© inch lower than th® customary recommended appli­
cation# In contrast to this significant increase there was 
no significant decrease ©Ten at th© 5 per cent level when 
th© nails were placed on© inch higher than standard as in 
the S'*5/S-lneh nailing tests, 
4s with the thick-butt and hex-tab shingles# Fig. 74 
illustrates these differences graphically on a weighted 
basis# On this graph it is noted that the advantage of the 
4-S/8-inQh nailing was initially about 9 per cent and after 
five bends near 11 per cent# The decrease with the 6-5/8-
inch nailing was not evident Initiallyj however* after five 
bends it amounted to S,S per cent of the 5-S/8-inch bending 
resistance* 
SUHHl^ ftrT 
In suaraary# the greatest differences brought about by 
varying th© nailing distance was with th© thick-butt shingles. 
With th# thick-butt shingles th® placing of th© nails one 
inch higher than the recoanaended 5-5/8 inches brought about 
a decrease in bending resistance of 40 per cent after five 
bends* With th# nails only one-half inch higher than recom­
mended a reduction in bending resistance of 15 per cent was 
observed after five bends, which was a greater difference 
than found between any of the nailing distances tested on 
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tli® Other tjp®s of shingles. 
The great reduetion of initial bending resiststnee of 
thiek-hutt shingles as well as th© rapid dropping-off with 
su©e®ssi¥@ bends was brought about by th© fact that #i,®n th® 
naila were plaeed as littl© as one-half inch higher than 
the. specified 5-5/8-inch.nailing distano© they were near 
anough to the transition lines so the tearing past was more 
in @vid©noe and the resulting bending line coincided with 
th© tranaition line. 
Signifieanc® of Temperature Level 
Effect b:? type of shingle 
In all cases the increase in bending resistance was 
greater with th® 15* F drop in temperature from 70* F than 
the decrease with the IS* F raise in temperature to 85* P. 
fable 17 shows these respective differences along with the 
significant differences for the 5 per cent and 1 per cent 
levels as taken from Table !!• All of the differences for 
the IS* F Intervals were highly significant# In comparing 
the differences as tested with the 5 per cent significant 
differences# it is noticed that with the thick-butt shingles 
th® effect of temperature differences was greater initially 
than after five bends; however# with the other types of 
shingles there was little difference* 
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Table 17 
fh® Signifloan©® of T@iipei*at«re on Bending Realstancs®-
of Asphalt g^ hlngle® in Pounds 
Tjp& of shingle 
Difference 
between 
70* 8c 55 •F 
Difference 
between 
70 & 80* F 
Si^ ificance 
5^  
Thick-butt 
Total of S forces 
Initial forces 
15574^  
5214W' 
1431«# 
375## 
343.0 
68.0 
459.0 
89.5 
Hex-tab 
fotal of 5 forces 
Initial forces 
1108## 764'K-"®' 
175«^  
107.5 
25.3 
142.3 
33.5 
Unifom-i-thlekneaa 
Total of S forces 
Initial forces 
1532## 1039#^  
260^ # 
191.8 
53.7 
254.0 
71. S 
Table 18 includes th@ continued weighted bending re-
sis tanoe of th© various g3?oups of shingles tested at the 
three temperature levels, 'fhis table divides the data into 
four parte by type of shingle and the total of all} #ille 
Figures 74-'79 present graphically the same data by teii^ era-
ture level. In Fig. 76 the continued bending resistance at 
SS* F is sho'wn for the three types of shingles as well as 
curvea representing the average for all tests at 55* F and 
the average for all teata at all three temperature levels. 
The latter curve establishes a base line from which the 
curvea of the three may be compared. 
1*193w 
18 
Tlx© of fempQi'atui'® on th® Continued Bending Reslstaxice 
of Aaphalt Shingles in Poiinds 
 ^ Total of Weight of 
of benda first 5 shingles 
bending in lbs per 
lev#! 12 5 4 5 forces 108 sq ft 
SS* F 
fotal. 
kr/lh 
70* F 
Total. 
Av/t®»t 
4T/lb 
as* w 
fotal 
4ir/t«st 
Av/lb 
Fart A 
fhiek-butt sh,ingl©a 
{14 ineltidlng 1 tap©r-»butt) 
2367 1794 1563 1430 1335 8489 
28»2 21*4 IS,6 17,0 15.9 101.0 
•aStO .1820 .1580 ,1445 .1350 
1802 1423 1255 1169 1097 6746 
ai.4 16,9 14»9 ia.9 13.1 80.2 
*18ao .1435 .1365 .1180 .1115 
139© 1100 973 896 845 5313 
16.65 13.1 11.6 10.65 10.1 69.2 
.1415 ailO .0985 .0903 .0855 
1648.7 
117.8 
1648*7 
117.8 
1648*7 
117.8 
55* F 
fot&l 
Aw/tm% 
Ar/lh 
70" F 
Total 
Av/t®st 
Ar/lh 
85* F 
o^tal 
Jkv/tmmt 
Ar/lh 
" Fart B 
H@a;-tab shingles 
(7 shingles) 
1014 856 787 741 706 4104 
24.S to.4 18.7 17.7 16.8 98.6 
.2610 .SSOO .3015 .1900 .1810 
740 622 572 540 513 2987 
17.6 14,8 13.6 12*9 IS.2 71.1 
.1895 .1595 .1465 .1385 .1315 
565 464 420 399 375 2223 
13.45 11.05 10.00 9.52 8.92 53.0 
.1450 ,1190 .1078 .1025 .0960 
(Contintied on next page) 
649.3 
92.8 
649.3 
92.8 
649« 3 
92,8 
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Tabl# 18 (Cont'd) 
'Em&p 
l®¥el 
lamber of bends 
2 
fotal of 
first 5 
b«nding 
forces 
Weight of 
Shingles 
in lbs/ 
108 sq ft 
5.5 • F 
•Total 
Av'/test 
Av/Xh 
70* F 
Total 
Air/teat 
A¥/lb 
85* F 
Total 
Av/t@st 
k^ /lh 
fart C 
Unlform»thiekn«ss shingles 
(6 shingles) 
liOl 
41.7 
.34.80 
llOS 
30*6 
.2550 
830 
23.1 
.19S7 
119S 109a 10S9 977 
33.2 30.4 28.6 27.1 
.2770 .2540 .2390 *2260 
873 799 752 716 
t4.3 22.2 ao.9 19.9 
.2030 .1853 .1742 .1660 
660 604 
18.4 16.8 
.1530 .1400 
56a 535 
15.6 14.9 
.1302 .1238 
5794 
160.8 
4242 
117.6 
3191 
88.6 
717.4 
119.7 
717.4 
119.7 
717.4 
119.7 
56* F 
fotia 
Av/t®st 
Ay/lb 
70 * f 
Total 
A'v/teat 
Av/lb 
85* F 
fotal 
Av/t©st 
Av/lb 
0r. tot. 
Ar/bmst 
Aw/lh 
Part B 
All Shingles fasts 
(27 shingles) 
4S83 3845 3442 3200 3018 
29.8 23.S Sl.O 19.5 18.4 
.2665 .moo .1880 .1748 .1645 
3644 S910 S6S6 2461 S326 
25.9 17.8 16,0 15.0 14.2 
.1985 .1595 .1430 .1340 .1265 
2794 2224 1997 1857 1755 
17.08 13.57 12.18 11.33 10.70 
*1525 .1212 .1090 .1014 .0957 
113S0 8987 8065 7518 7099 
33.3 18.S 16.6 15.5 14.6 
m^m> .1653 .1485 .1385 .1305 
18,387 
113.3 
13,975 
86.S 
10,627 
65.6 
42,989 
88.4 
3015.4 
111.8 
3015.4 
111.8 
3015.4 
111.8 
3015.4 
111.8 
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NUMBER OF BENDS 
77 BENDING RESISTANCE OF ASPHALT 
SHINGLES AT 70*F. 
Jkt fch® 55* F temperature level th® unlfom-thiokness 
shingles were 45»6 per oent better in initial bending re­
sistance and 67*4 per eent better after five bends# The 
hex-tab shingles alao showed up some better on a weighted 
basis ftt this temperature# The initial advantage was 9«2 
per eent and after five bends S4»l per oent# There la a 
very noted difference in the shapes of the curves for the 
three types of shingles at the 55* P temperature. The 
curve representing the thick-butt shingle tests falls off 
much more rapidly than the other two after the first bend# 
This- was because of many of the thick-butt shingles tearing 
past the nails in the bending tests at this temperature. 
The spread of differences in weighted bending re­
sistances for the three types of shingles was not so great 
for the other two temperature levels, as showj by PigTjres 
77 and 78# In all cases^  however* the tmlform-thickness 
shingles were far above the others on a weighted bending 
resistance basis and the hex-tab shingles some above the 
thick-butt shingles# It also may be noticed from these 
curves that the shape of the ones representing the thick-
butt shingles takes on more the shape of the otlr^ rs at the 
higher temperatures#, particularly at the 35* F temperatiire 
level# In all case® the curves representing the total of 
all tests at the respective temperature levels are below 
the c®iiter of the spread of the three types of shingles 
-12?-
t@®t@d b@0fttis» of the greater number of thlck-butt shingles 
invol¥©.d» 
Overall effeet of temperatiir# 
Fdrt D of Table 18 shows numerically and Pig. 79 graph* 
ioslly the ®ff©et of temperatur© on bending resistance of 
asphalt shingles ishen all types wore considered together# 
fh© curve representing the bending resistances at 70* F 
being below the ©•'derail awrag© curve indicates a nonlinear 
relation between bending resistance and temperattire, The 
increase is greater as th® temperature goes down from 70* F 
than the decrease is when the temperature goes up from that 
level. .1?his Increase in bending resistance at lower tem­
peratures is more pronounced Initially than after five 
bends as brought out by th© differences from the average 
shown in percentages. Some differences in the shapes of 
the curve® are also noticed# the initial slope being much 
greater at the 55* P temperature level*- This again indi­
cates the more rapid falling-off of resistance at the lower 
temperatures as brought about by the higher per cent of 
nails tearing past in bending at those levels.-
eoBiparison by fype of Shingle 
fh© relative bending resistances of the three types of 
shingles tested has been brought out indirectly to some 
©xtent in the material presented previously# fable 19 pre­
sent® a sxaiffinarj of th® weighted bending resistances of th© 
shingl@s fay group for all th© tests mad© in the factorial 
fable 19 
A Weighted Gomparison of Continued Bending Kesistance 
of Asphalt Shingles by fype in Founds 
(all shingles Included) 
lumber.of b®nd 
fyp® of i I I }, 
shing'le s J 1 s S s 3 I 
ITotal of 
. tfirat 5 
I bending 
5 sforees 
mt of 
shingles 
in Iba/ 
108 &% ft 
f:hi«»iE»butta.i 
fotal 
AT/te®t. 
Air/lb 
Heac-tab 
Total 
A'?/teat 
Av/lb 
Unifom-» 
thielmeas 
fotal 
Air/test 
Av/«5 
85568 14317 s379l 13495 t3S77 t 
12^ ,2 |17»,3 jlSa tlS.f 113,0 i 
t aBBm •14601 aasoi aisoi •iioss 
I t • t $ i f 
I s I t t $ 
SSSIO 11942 81779 1I68O ll§94 S |.l@»3©slS,.4 Jl4.a. Il3.,3 $12^ 7 $ 
t,1977},16S08 #15201.1438t.13628 
s s s t t s 
s s s t $ t 
I S S I S I 
J3295 8 0728 |249S i2S43 s222& t 
J30. 5S|S5« 301 S3.10 f SI.70 J 20.601 
tSSOf .21101,1930s .18101.17201 
8 f . t 8 t 8 
S0448 
81.1 
9305 
74.0 
13087 
121.0 
1648.7 
117.8 
649.3 
92.8 
717.4 
119.7 
®xperiia®nt. fh© teats were pui^ posely made to pretty well 
.oover the expeeted rang© of .application for asphalt shingles 
as .far as number and position of nail® were concem.0d as 
well as at irarious temperatures} therefore, a weighted oom-
pariam of th® behavior of th© shingle types under test 
ahould b® quit# nteaningful. Fig* 75 shows graphically the 
It9« 
eontinued realstano®s of the three types of shingles 
through the fifth bend. Preliminary studies showed very 
little relative ehaage in behavior of the three groups 
after the fifth bend| therefore, suoh an illustration was 
not attempted# 
As shown by the graph# initially the uniform-thicknesa 
shingles were per eent or nearly one-fourth better 
than the thicic-butt shingles in bending resistance under 
all testing conditions, and after five bends 55.7 per cent 
or over one*half again better. The hex-tab shingles did 
not show a great advantage over the thick-butts initially, 
being less than 5 per eent; however, after five bends they 
maintained a resistanoe- to bending 35*3 per oent of nearly 
one-third better th®B the thiek-butt shingle group* 
130^  
^OBEEtAfion OP Bmnma behavior mm compositiok 
OF mvmm bhihgles 
lotal Weight of Asphalt Shingles 
From th@ physical tests and field observations th© 
haavier shingles had to®@n observed to perform th© best 
against bending str®aa®s# For this r®ason the first cor» 
relations attempted w®r® with total weights of the indl-
vidttal shingles tested. On© oorrelation was mad© between 
weight of ihingles on a 100 square foot basis and th© 
initial bending resistances of the 27 shingles for the 18 
tests made on eaeh, A similar oorrelation ms made with 
the totals of th© first five resisting forces. Linear re-
gressions were plotted for these two as shown by the solid 
lines of Figmres 80 and 81» In plotting the points for the 
above overall regressions it was noted that the points for 
th© three different types of shingles pretty well grouped 
themselves# Separate correlations were then calculated and 
th© respective regression lines plotted on th© same graphs• 
fh© overall correlation coeffleients were found to be 
highly si^ iifleant for both th© initial forces and the 
totals of th© first fiveI however» the correlation was some­
what lower with the totals of th® first five bends than with 
the initial bends only# This would indicate that something 
•131» 
oth@p -fean mere weight played a part in th© continued bend­
ing resistan-ee of asphalt shingles* 
In studying the individual correlation coefficients 
the same trend was notedi however, being more pronounced 
with soae groups than others# The correlation coefficient 
for th® initial resistance of the thick-butt shingles was 
somewhat higher than th© overall coefficient and for the 
total of the firat five forces it waa considerably smaller# 
The correlation coefficient in the latter case was only 
aignlficant to the 6 per cent level# Less difference was 
seen between the coefficients of the hex-tab shingles and 
neither were si^ ificant even at the five per cent level# 
Th© coefficients for the uniform-thickness shingles' were 
exceedingly high indicating that with the six shingles of 
that type tested the correlation with weight alone was very 
high# It could very well happen though that the two or 
three heavy-weight ttniform-thickness shingles of the six 
could# besides being heavy* have high bending resistance 
characteristies because of eompositlon or makeup in general# 
fhes® correlations with the weights of shingles were 
exceedingly high because the normal tendency when making a 
heavy'-weight shingle is to Improve It In respects other 
than mere weight; such as» using a heavier felt and more 
bitumen# The lower correlations with continued bending 
resistance Indicated quite definitely that other factors 
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into th© picture other than weight in giving a shingle 
higher resistane# against continued bending. 
Calculations for th© determination of the correlation 
and regression coefficients are found in the Appendix* 
ContJjiued lending Resistaiio® 
In order to obtain an index for continued bending re-
aistane® of asphalt shingles as tested in this study, the 
per cent of the initial bending force remaining after five 
bends wm taken» fhe resulting percentages are listed in 
Ooluwi. f of fable SO# For th® thick-butt shingles these 
percentages were obtained from the 5-5/8-inch nailing with 
S1:K nails onlj# in order to eliminate many of the other 
factor® such as thin tops^  tear througha, etc. In checking 
the continued bending resistances for the uniform-thickness 
shingles# both h©Jt-tab and square-butt, it was seen that 
they were qtuite imiform in performance -under all tests so 
th© overall per cent was taken# 
Sirapl# correlation coefficients were obtained between 
T, th® per cent of continuing resistance, and the dependent 
variables, Xx# X2» ^ 3, smd X4, which were, respectivelyt 
per cent of filler in the coating, per cent of felt by 
weight in th© shingle, per cent of total bitumen by weight 
in th® shingle, and per cent of total mineral by weight in 
the shingle* fhe coefficients obtained were as followss 
•134» 
Tabl® 20 
Correlation of Shingl® GoiK^ osition and 
Continued Bending. Resistanc© 
X % X0 % X4 
Sth fore# Per cent Per cent 
m p©r e©nt Fer e®nt Per eent total total 
or lat of filler of felt asphalt mineral 
1. 70.6 34. § 8.8 38.0 53.3 
2 67.3 31.1 10.9 39.0 49.88 
©• 07.8 33.0 11.5 43.6 44.9 
4 60.8 33.8 10.0 43.9 47.1 
5 66.3 30.6 11.4 44.5 43.9 
T 67. S 49.6 13.3 49.5 37.3 
8 62.1 . S3. 6 7.5 43.4 50.0 
g 71.6" 46,0 10.8 39.3 50*1 
10 68.3 44.4 10.0 36*3 53.7 
11 64.0 41.8 9.7 33.9 57.4 
xn 67.4 42.1 9.5 38.4 53.3 
13 67.0 39.4 ©.7 45.9 44.4 
14, 70.1 36.9 10.8 44.8 44. 4 
IS 6#.3 36«1 ia.9 42.4 44.8 
16 69.0 38. S 10.9 46.6 43.7 
17 64.5 47.6 10.1 43.3 46.6 
la 72.5 41*3 14*5 41.3 44.3 
10 66.0 40.6 10.4 39.7 49.9 
m 68.3 45.S 11.8 36.1 52.3 
m. 66.0 41.5 0.3 43.7 47.0 
22 69.8 0.0 13.0 49.2 38.8 
2S 71.0 0.0 14.5 50.0 35.5 
24 63.0 29.0 9.1 37.0 53.9 
25 70.4 S6#3 13.0 38.5 48.9 
26 68.3 S8.6 10.1 33.7 55.8 
27 71.6 0.0 13.5 56. S 30.3 
2B 71.4 0.0 10.3 53.6 36.0 
rg a «6148'^  
rU « ,SOST 
4^ « •#4175^  
S^ignificant at th© 5^  level 
##Signifi©ant at th© X% level 
It is noted from the ahof® coefficients that fo-r the 37 
ahlngle# tested the eontinued bending Fesistanee was mainly 
dependent upon the proportion of felt in th© shingles. The 
felt dependniitt "rariatele w a® highly signifleant while thoae 
for the portion of filler in the coating and portion of 
total mineral were nearly the same and significant at the 
1@T@1# Theae two eoeffloients were similar becauae the 
simple correlation between th© two was .6SS8. fhis ia 
logical inaamueh as the figure for total mineral includes 
th® filler and a® the filler is increased the figure for 
•the to-tal mineral noraally increases unless there Is a 
similar decrease in the surface minerals used. 
fhe aultiple correlation coefficient between th© per 
cent of tontifiued bending resistance and th© four dependent 
variables mentioned above was calculated to be as followss 
a » .,6213## 
##Signifleant at the 1^  level 
fhis Multiple correlation being significant at the 1 per 
'136» 
e©nt in<iioatei high ®u©c@ss In estimating the continued 
binding resistitno® of asphalt shingles from these four d©«» 
pendent irarisibles of shingle ec^ o8ition» However# sine© 
th© H vsOLu® is llttl® larger than the rg value, little ad-* 
vantage would be gained from a multiple regression so far 
as estimating the continued bending resistance of asphalt 
«hlngle®« 
Mnear regressiona 
I#ln©.ar regressions were calculated for the three sig­
nificant dependent variables of the group studied. The re­
gression lines are plotted in Figures 82, 83, and 84, The 
regression line of Fig* 82 representing proportion of felt, 
is the a©at significant of the three# In observing the 
aetual plaints liilch were also plotted on this graph, a few 
BxtTwm deviations from th© regression or running average 
are notedf however, in general the grouping of the points 
is verf mm'h in trend with the line shown* This estimate 
of the continued bending resistanoe of asphalt shingles 
indieates that as the per cent of felt increases 1 per cent, 
the bending resistance after th© fifth bend in per cent of 
th® initial bend increases 1.0516 per cent. 
fhe grouping of points in the graph showing the re­
gression line for portion of filler in the coating is not 
nearly as uniforsi as with portion of felt. Extreme devia­
tions are noted in the behavior of the shingles within the 
-13 7» 
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r®«ig# of is to so p©r ©®nt filler wiier© most of them fall. 
Th© »lop© of the liaa# or in other words th© regression co­
efficient, was detemined to a large extent by the four 
ahinglea eontaining no filler in the coating# because of 
the location of the four plotted values to the extreme left 
where they would automatically control the direction of th© 
line* It is# however# significant to note that the bending 
index of thepe shingles was above 70 where the average of 
th© others with about 4Q per cent filler was only about 67 
per cent, 
the negative eorrelation coefficients and revers# 
slopes of th© regreision lines for both the portion of 
filler and portion of total mineral indicate that aa the 
anjount of mineral increases t either as filler or in total 
amount# there is a reduction in the continued bending re­
sistance of the asphalt shingles# fh© pattern of the re­
gression line representing total mineral by per cent as 
h^omi in Fig# 84 is- very aisailar to the one for portion of 
filler* Thi® woiild be expected as the correlation coeffi­
cients wei'e aiisallar and also with a high correlation one 
for the other. 
1?hiek-butt Aaphalt Shingles 
Index of deaifm 
••wmiiiWHiiiiniMiiiiiii mwwwaii •)iiiniiiiiiiiiwiiii> -|liiiirilii ui 
Since a majority of the asphalt shingles being applied 
••X39' 
ar® of th® thick«»butt type, it was felt desirable to attempt 
to ®naljas® ±n somewhmt more detail the behavior of this 
type of shingles tested# The test results and consequently 
the behavior of the thick-butt shingles in bending was some-
latiat more eratic and less predictable than the other types 
of shingles, partieularly the uniform-thickness type* 
From the obserrations made of the tests as well as 
ntfflaerous field observation® and the previous analyses de­
scribed# m. attempt has been made to set up an index of 
design for thick-butt shingles based on what was felt to be 
the pertinent criterion for such. 
Felt* P^he felt as verified by an overall correlation 
with perfonmance was found to be highly significant in pre­
dicting continued bending resistance# so has been listed 
as one of the primary factors to be considered in the de­
sign* Goluiiin 1 of fable tl shows the portion of felt in 
per cent by weight and the next column adjacent to it lists 
the order of the 14 shingles on the basis of feltj the one 
with the highest proportion being listed as Ho» 1, etc* 
Pille3?» In the previous analysis the filler was found 
to be significant to the 5 per cent level in prediction of 
the continued bending resistance of all the asphalt shingles 
testedj^ . so it too has been , included here as a factor to be 
considered in wind resistant design# Column 2 of ^ I'able 21 
lists the percentage of filler in the coatings as determined 
by the composition analysis* They varied from S3»2 to 47,6 
fabl« SI 
Indexes for fhlsM—butt Asphalt Sh,ingl@s 
mmmmmuimmmmimmamxmBeammmmsgmmmmmmssmm iiiiiiiyn i ii.ui.' iiammmimfsssmmBsmmssmmsmmimummmMmmammBmmssssaammsmBtmiiijujiiii^ eaeaasBgaai 
t i t  12 s  S 'S .1 I 4 s I S • I t  B  t  t  I  7 
lf©r J sP®r J iPer ' i jfotals iD£st» s sfop as s s £ 
seenti leent t seeut ofi swt/ s Jof i sp@r j s t 
sof jln-tof sln-stotal ilii-ilGS i In-s trass. slQ««se0nt iln-sfotal sDesI^  
iffltidex$filler;dexsaii3#ralgd#xisq ftidexslto® sdaxsof fauttsdextindexeslijndex 
• '••••"'" " '• • • ••' - '' s^ ifta •" 
1 83 14 34.9 S 53.3 10 130.0 1 6,50 5 47.7 14 49 9 
3 11.5 1 23.2 1 44.9 4 106.8 13 6.25 8 7t.6 3 30 2 
4 10*0 8 33.8 4 47.1 7 123.8 4 6.75 2 68^ 6 7 St 4 
t 10^ 8 S 46.0 13 30,1 9 115.9 9 6.25 8 57.5 12 m 12 
10 10.0 S 44.4 12 §3.7 11 111.3 12 6.63 4 68.6 7 54 12 
11 9.7 10 41.8 n 57.4 14 118.6 6 6.75 2 52.3 13 57 14 
13 9.7 10 39.4 s (4.4.  ^ 2 116.0 8 6.25 8 62.3 10 46 6 
14 10.8 3 36.9 6 44.4 2 105.5 14 6.87 1 78.9 4 30 2 
16 10.9 2 38. S 7 42.7 1 125.9 3 6.00 11 83.1 2 26 1 
17 10.1 6 47.6 14 46.6 5 113.8 10 5.12 14 83.3 1 50 10 
19 10.4 5 40.6 9 49.9 8 111. 6 11 5.63 13 73.6 6 52 11 
23. 9.0 12 41.5 10 47.0 6 127.5 2 6.00 11 74.1 5 46 6 
24 9.1 13 39.0 3 53.9 12 123.8 4 6.50 5 59.6 11 48 8 
26 10.1 6 28.6 2 5S.8 13 118.2 7 6.31 7 65.1 9 45 5 
SIM 1648.7 87.81 
Mean 
10.0 37.5 51.8 117.8 6.^  68.0 
••3i40fe ~ 
per ©©at for tli© 14 shingle® and hav© been indexed accord­
ingly •'With. th® lowest 'peroentag® as 1 and on up to the 
highest as 14# 
fot-iO. mineral«, the s ignlfieanc® of total mineral was 
similar to that for filler; howeiror, it was felt desirable 
to inelude it too'caus© adding extra mineral as top surfacing 
b@yond an fidequat® amount may also reduo© the continued 
bending reslstano© as does additional filler• The thick-butt 
shingles Tarled In total portion of filler from a low of 
42'»7 per cent to. m high of :57«4 per cent* The respective 
aiiounta for the 14 shingles are listed in Column 3 of Table 
tl. Considerable correlation Is noted between the indexes 
for this mineral coltisBa and the filler column; however, not 
one htmdred per cent by a long way^  indicating that some of 
the mineral loading is with granules' as well as filler but 
not particularly together*. 
' total n&lfght. All other things being fairly equivalent# 
total weight Is as shown in previous correlations a good 
criterion for estimating a shingle% behavior,' With thick-
butt shingles^  however# just #i.at weight to use becomes a 
problem because of the varying weight throughout the shingle's 
croa.s section#. In thi.a case the weight of the butt portion 
of the ahlngles figured, on a 108 square' foot basis was used.» 
the weights are shonn in .Coluim .4 of Table 21 and it is 
noted they vary frcm 130*0 lbs per 108 square feet down to 
IQM lbs* 
fraiisltjoB %ln&a» A naw ohiu?aot®ristie has been brought 
in h®p@ that haa not been eonaidered previously in th© an* 
alyais# It is the distanc® of the transition line from th© 
butt of the shingl©# From the observation of the tests and 
th® teat results it is evident that th© bending resistance 
drops off very rapidly aa th« nail approaches th© thinning-
out p©rti©n of the thiclc-'butti thin-top shingles# Th© 
closer this ti?ansition line is to the specified position 
for th© nails th© mor© nails that ar® going to b© applied 
near or on it in ordinary application. Figures 39 to 65 
show one shingle of'each of the ST studied, including the 
14 thick^ butts here conceTOed with, nailed with th© nails 
on©»»half of an inch higher than specified. In observing 
these it is noticed that on a number of the thick-butt® 
th© nails are very ©lose or right on this line that can be 
detected in th© photographs# In normal field application 
one»half an inch more or leas on© way or the other in the 
spotting of a nail is not very much, assuming the•appli* 
cator is actually trying to put th© nail where specified# 
On th© other hand, if th© applicator is not aware of the 
signiflcanc© of placing th© nail as low as possible it might 
well end up one inch higher than specified* 
fh© distances of th© transition lines from th© butts 
of the 14 shingles ar© given in Coluan 5 of Table 21, and 
ar© noticed to vary froia 5,12 inches for Shingle Ho, 17 to 
6,87 inches for Shingle No, 14, 
fhiimeaa of toD« Soraeishat analogous with the position 
©f this thinning • lin@ in th« thick-butt shingles is how 
great is th© transition from th© thick-*btatt to the thin-
top* !]^his has been shown in fabl® SI as the weight of th© 
top pArt of th© shingle figured in poxinds per 108 square 
feet# m a per ®®nt of th® bottom part figured on th© same 
basis# A great v&rianee is noticed her© and a very sig-
nifiesnt factor too if th© shingles are going to be thinned 
out down #i©r© there is a chance of the nails being in th© 
thin portion of the shingle or eloae enough so th© shingl© • 
tears past th# nail heads in bending so the bend takes place 
on this transition line* 
In an attempt to arrive at a representative index from 
which the behavior of a thick-butt shingl© in bending may 
be predicted all of th© above described indexes have been 
weighted equally for th© 14 shingles and an overall index 
obtained* fhes© indexes are compared with similar behavior 
indexes in the following section. 
.Index of behavior 
Initial resistance# laturally th© higher the resist- • 
anee of a shingle to being blown up initially,the lower 
the probability of d.aaage in a windstorm# l^h© totals of 
the initial bending resistances for the 18 tests on each 
of the shingles has been included in Table 22 as one of the 
measurements of behavior of thick-butt shingles when 
fable 22 
l#nilng Resist fflie# Iaci®x®s f©r fMek-Mtt Asphalt Shlngl©# 
lo* " 
Plftb. t@ar-
fotal • First tm*m fotad ing ' B@* " 
initial la- tim In- as % In- bends Ih» past Totsd h&rlQr I>@slgn 
fore#® d@x forees 4«x of 1st d©x_Ml<W 4®x Bails index iMex ind#x 
1 443 4 1511 5 5l»6 13 589 2 6 30 4 9 
3 S32 14 1286 14 $3.8 5 225 14 0 47 12 2 
4 446 2 1532 4 53.4 11 305 11 3 31 5 4 
9 m4 f 1466 7 59* 2 8 476 6 6 34 7 12 
10 368 10 1468 6 62»3 6 520 5 4 31 5 12 
11 380 9 1295 13 51,9 12 252 13 9 56 14 14 
IS 444 3 1617 2 57.9 9 600 1 4 19 3 6 
14 346 13 1370 10 67»1 1 260 12 0 36 10 J 
16 457 1 1772 1 64,6 3 570 3 1 9 1 .1 
17 361 12 1398 9 64.5 4 386 9 0 34 7 10 
19 366 11 1324 12 S6.5 10 440 8 4 45 11 11 
21 406 6 1592 3 66.0 2 553 4 00 15 2 6 
24 416 5 1357 11 47.9 14 369 10 11 51 13 8 
26 391 8 1460 S 60.6 7 455 7 4 34 7 5 
Bvm 5550 20448 6000 
Mem 397 1460 58.9 429 
•'144*' 
subj®et0d to bending stresses# As listed in some of the 
previous analysea these totals vary from 332 pounds to 457 
potmdsw 
gontittued 3y@'ai3taiao®» Two factors have been included 
under this heading inasmuch a® they both bring out to some 
extent the same eharaeteristio* One ia the total of the 
first five forces as used previously in some of the com-
parisona, and th® other is the per cent the fifth force is 
of the firstjt all testa included# They both measure in 
effect the ability for a shingle to maintain high bending 
resiatanee after it has been bent up once. Inasmuch a a 
shingles have been observed in many cases to be flapping in 
windatorrae of velocities that ©an be expected every few 
yearsi this characteristic of continued resistance is of 
importance along with the initial resisting ability* 
Fatiigue factor. As a measure of the fatigue of th® 
asphalt shingles th® total number of benda that each ahingle 
would austain prior to dropping to a bending resistance of 
only 10 pounds was recorded# These totals for the 18 testa 
on each thick-butt are included in Coluian 4 of Table 22, 
k large varianc# i® noted in this aieasurement. The recorded 
bends for the 14 shingles varied from a low of 225 bends up 
to a high of 600, 
Tearing past nails. The times out of th© 18 teats for 
each thiok«*butt shingle that the shingles were observed to 
definitely tear past th® nmila were recorded and Included in 
Ta.bl© 22 as a partial utasurement of the bending resistance 
of asphalt shingles# 
Gomparla.on of index® 8 
An overall index for behavior measurement was determined 
similar to the one for design of thick-butt shingles# The 
two are shown in adjacent colxamns (6 and 7) in Table S2» 
It la realized that these indexes are not perfect ways of 
comparing data; howe^rer^ due to the eratlc nature of the 
data and the numerous factors contributing In varying amounts 
to the bending resistance of thick-butt shingles, they are 
felt worthifeile. 
It 1® noticed that Shingle Ko« 16 rated as No, 1 with 
both the design and behavior index# In checking its design 
it is noted that It i® a fairly heavy shingle being lo# 3 
in the weight of its buttf however# it is also noticed that 
th© decrease tO' its thln*top section is not large, the top 
being 83»1 per cent as heavy as the butt. This means that 
its thin-top is nearly as heairy as the butt of the lightest 
shingle of the group*, The tranaition line of this shingle 
was 6 inches fro® the butt edgej however# it is of little 
importance when considering the thickness of the top. In 
cheeking its composition further by Fig. 30 it is noticed 
that the only difference between the thick»butt and thin-
top of this shingle is in Its back coating* and also that 
it has B. heavier than average r@lt« In checking the behavior 
of Shingl# lo« 16 it ia noticed that it was fairly high in 
all respectsw 
In observing the other extrome^ Shingle No. 11 showed 
up m th© low on© of the group for both indexes# 2?he butt 
of Shingle lo» 11 ia of average weightj however* the thin-
top ii only 52*3 per cent of that by weight. F'rom Fig, 48 
it is seen to be a smooth surfaced shingle, which is not 
iiaplled to meisn that that is bad. However# in checking its 
composition further it is. noticed that it contained 57,4 
per cent mineral* which was the highest mineral content 
for th® group* 1?h@ per cent of filler is not extremely 
high as ©orapared with scat® of the others but from Fig* 30 
it is seen that the amount of surface granules is extremely 
high J and the bitu»©n coating quite light# In checking the 
behavior of this a hingle $ the outstanding f actor which gave 
it .such a low overall bending resistance index was the 
number of times the ahingle tore past the nails. Nine of 
the 18 tests .showed the .ahingle tearing paat which, of 
©ours«, lowered its continued bending resistance in each 
•ease to nearly jsero. 
Shingle So» 1# for exai^le* ia aeen to be an extremely 
heavy butted ahingle but the top of it is less than one-
half as heavy.#. It it alto seen to be very high total 
mineral but not quite up to the average in filler. The 
f®lt is light on a p2?oportioiQ basis because of the heavy 
weight of th® loaded hxitt# Even though it was a heavy 
shingl© th© d@3ign ind[©x showed up worse than its actual 
perfommce tmder bending tests* Th© 4 and 5 inch nailing 
pattella held th© reaistanoe figiares up pretty well because 
of its weight when the nails were not placed too near the 
transition line* Its continued resistance was very low# 
however# airopping off to 51*6 per cent by th© fifth bend# 
Six of the tests tor© past which were the oneai in which th© 
nails were placed a little, higher than specified. In th© 
photograph of Fig# S9 th© shingle has torn past the nails» 
Shingl® lo» 5 presents a case where the indexes do 
not match* fh© main reason th© design index shows up-
pretty well is because practically all the factors except 
shingle weight were pretty high| however^ they show high, 
mainly b®oaua© they are percentages of the total weight and 
that is saiall so the per cents are consequently high. The 
transition line is fairly low at 6.25 inches; however# the 
top is per cent a» heavy sui th© butt. In checking the 
behavior it is noticed that no tear-pasts were observed. 
The shingle was possibly just too light to hold up well. 
Another factor that might enter th© picture here* however# 
is as noticed froa Fig. 41# the shingle has deep straight 
vertical grooves embossed into it® surface* It could be 
that these dsep cuts actually weaken the shingle in bending 
rather than strengthen it as claimed by some. 
••148* 
Shlngl,® lo# 14 ms similar to No* 2 in being light, 
but having a good fisaign index and a poor bahavior index. 
In chaoking elosaly it is saan that Shingle No, 14 is very 
similar to MO'# 16 in eomposition, only on the light side, 
Shingl® Io» 16,» howavar# as mentioned above, behav-t^d the 
bast of tha group and S©» 14. and Ma# 10 out^ of 14, 
Shiagla So.. 34, a smooth surfaoad shingle, also per-
formad vary poorly according to the behavior index; how­
ever, tha design index is about in the middle of tha group, 
fh® shingle is seen to ba fairly heavy in the butt but 
drops off to lass than 60 par eent in weight at a line 6.5 
inehes from tha butt adga., ^ha shingle is seen to be 
loaded with aineral on a total weight baais, but to have a 
fairly small pareentaga of filler in tha coating. In 
©hacking th© behavior of this shingle it is seen that it 
wa» low in all raspacts except initial resistance which 
ciuti be gained by merely loading a shingle} however, the 
•lasting resistance was low# The resistance after the 
fifth bend was la®e than half that of the first which &.a 
shown in previous analyses goes hand in hand with high 
amount® of mineral and low-weight felts# 
In »uiBnia3?y, it la believed that these brief discue-
aion.s of aome individual shingles and their performances 
emphaslae Mom® of the correlations previously made, as 
well aa bring out other factors that imst be considered in 
designing a thlek-butt shiugie so it will h&v© a satis-
faeto-rr wind resittano©,# 
m£' .thiek»butt ehinRles as eompared to the 
In Table 01 it was found that the weight of th© butt 
portions of-the thick-butt shingles investigated averaged 
117.® pounds per 108 square feetj, while the top portions 
averaged 08 per eent of that or 80 pounds per 108 square 
feet* The ,average distance from the butt edg© of the 
transition line for th® 14 shingles waa 6«9a inches, meaning 
that an: average of SS».3 per cent of the shingle waa of the 
thickened composition# On this basis the average weight of 
the group of thick-butt-shingles# considering the above 
proportioningi was 100 poxanda per 108 square feet. 
fhere were three individual uniform-thickness shingles 
(lot# 12, 23, and SS) of around 100 pounds per 108 square 
feet each in weight, which this lajthical, (average of 14 
shingles) thiek-butt shingle might be compared to. The 
three weighed 114«0, 94,2, and 98,G pounds per 108 square 
feet, respectively, and averaged 103#1 pounds per 108 square 
feet* 
For comparison purposes the average of the thick-butt 
shingles and its performance is 'b@re compared with the 
average of the above three uniform-thickness shingles, 
fhe total amount of aaterials going into each of the two 
-i50* 
types was nearlj tto® sata®! however* it is granted that the 
total amomnta of the individual ingredients waa some dlf-
f@f»®nt, 1?he following tabl© gives, some j^ptinent compara* 
tlv# datai 
Tabl© 23 
Ferformane® Comparison of Thick-butt 
and lfeifoOT-thi©kn©»s Shingles 
' iWiWWWSSIPi!B8BMflHtt88KSB8B8SWM8SWW!Wi^  ^
Avsrag® of 14 Average of 3 
thick-butts unifom 
ahlngleg 
lft/l08 sq ft 100*0 102.1 
?^ t of f®lt/l08 aq ft 11.75 11.60 
Initial rasiatanc® SQ8 418 
Realstano® after 5 bends (total) 1460 1695 
Bends prior to 10 lb* 
realstano® 427 1336 
Flf bead as. p®r ©ent 
of first 58»9 70.0 
FrM fable 23 it is evident that# from the standpoint 
of wind resiatane® characterlstiest the materials put into 
thick-butt shingles eould be used more efficiently in a 
shingle designed with a unlfomi-thlckneas cross section* 
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SXIMMAKr 
Tills study consisted of a eon^ osition analysis of 27 
types of new tab-type asphalt shingles and physical tests 
on these.types of shingles, to determine th© comparatir© 
• banding' .#®iiistano® of th®m under varying conditions of 
applioation# It was a part of th© overall projeot entitled 
"4n Investigation of Fam Building Xioas@s Du© to Wind and 
Fir©**# which has been casrri^d on by th© Iowa Agricultural 
Escperlment Station sine® 1930* Such a study of roofing 
materials and particularly asphalt shingles waa undertaken 
because of the findings of prevloua statistical studies of 
loaa experiences of th© major wind insurance companies In 
Iowa•as well as numerous field observations which brought , 
to light th© very rapidly increasing trend of wind damage 
to asphalt shingles on farm buildings in Iowa» 
fhe 27 types of asphalt shingles Investigated Included 
various weights of three main types of tab shingles# They 
were (1) 14 thlck'-butt ghingles# (2) 7 hex-tab shingles, and 
(3) 6 tmlfOKI-thickness-shingles# Th© compoaltlon analysla 
of th© shingles, which were products of 13 manufacturers, 
determined th® followingi (1) weight of th© dry felt, 
(2) amoimt of felt saturation, (2) anount of top coating 
bittmen, C4) aiaount of back coating bittimen, (5) per cent 
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of flll#i» in coating J, (6) wnoimt of top surface granules# 
and 17) amount of back dusting minerals 
A method was d©v@l©ped for determining the comparative 
wind resistance of tab-^type asphalt shingles* As a part 
of the method for measuring the bending resistance of 
asphalt shingles under controlled laboratory conditions, a 
bending aaehin© was designed and constructed. The mechan-
ieml application of the bending stresses at uniform rates 
decreased to a itinimum the Tariations in the test results. 
A factorial experiment was designed for the physical 
tests on the 27 tjrpes of asphalt shingles tested. With 
such an arrangement it was possible to obtain significant 
info^sM-tion on six types of nailing patterns and three 
temperature levels without impairing the precision of the 
overall bending resistance index desired for e ach individual 
type shingle as well as for the three groups of shingles. 
The field application of asphalt shingles covers a wide 
range of conditions* therefore> it was felt desirable to 
run the tests under conditions assimilating those extremes. 
From the standpoint of nailing patterns, information was 
desired on the advantage of six nails per strip shingle 
over four# if any# and the significance of the distance of 
the nails fro» the butt edge of the shingle# The six nailing 
pattearos tested were as followss (1) six nails at 5-5/8 
inches from the butt# (2) four nails at 5-5/8 inches from 
the butt# (3) six nails at 6-5/8 inches from the butt# 
•"3»5S*" 
(43 four nalia at 6-5/S Inches from th@ butt, (5) six nails 
at 4-5/8 Inches from the butt,# and (6) aisc nails at 6-I/8 
inches from the butt, The three temperature levels at ^ ich 
the testa were run were as follows 1 (1) 55* F, (2) 70* P, 
and CS) 85* P. 
the measurement data recorded from the physical teats 
consisted of (1) the Initial bending resistance, (2) the 
reeiitanee on each of the successive five bends, (3) the 
niaaber of bends at bending resistances divisable by five 
until the resistance decreased to 10 potmds, and (4) whether 
the ahingle tore past the nail heads in bending or not, 
fhe total of the initial bending resistances for eat>h 
type of sihingle tested as well as the totals of the first 
five bending forces were tised a® indexes for the rimning 
of an analysia of the variance on the factorial data to 
detemine the statlitieal significance of the various types 
of nailing patterns and levels of temperature. Correlations 
were also made the wind-resisting behavior and the compoai» 
tion of the shingles. 
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COMCIitJSIOHS 
1, From th® prsllmlnarj analysis of ^ rarianoe of th© 
faetorlal ©jsperlHient the following conolunions were drawn j 
a# Mailing patterns, different than th© standard 
sp©©ifieationsji affect th© bending behavior 
of thiisk-toutt asphalt shingles far more than 
either hex-tab or tmlform shingles (Tables 
Bt 9 and 10). 
b* temperatar© variations affect th© bending be-
hairior of hex^tab shingles th© mostj however« 
the interaction effect between temperature 
level and nailing pattern is highest with the 
thlek-butt type shingle® (fables 8 and 9). 
2» From the detailed analysis of application with 
different numbers of nails th© following conclusions were 
draTOi 
a# lo advantage in bending resistance la gained 
with the use of six nails as eoiapared to four 
in th© application of hex-tab and unifom-
thic&neas shingles when nailed not higher than 
th© standard specifications of 5-5/8 inches 
(Fig. 70). 
b» . ^ ix nails per atrip shingle are advantageous 
•15& 
over Toua? in applying thick-butt shingles# 
a® add®d aasurane® against tearing past the 
nail heads in bending (Fig. 70)• 
©• Six nails offer added bending resistance over 
four with all tjpes of tab-tjp@ asphalt 
shingles when the naila are plaeed higher than 
the speeified distance of 5-5/8 inches (Fig* 
flU 
S# From the detailed analysis of application with 
various nailing distances the following eoncluaiona were 
drawn t 
a» Higher nailing itian the specified 5-5/8 inches 
for thick-'butt shingles is v®tj critical as it 
results in the nails being placed near# on# or 
above the weak transition lines (Fig. 72), 
hm I»ower nailing of asphalt shingles at the 4-5/8 
ineh distance will increase bending resistances 
about 25 per cent with thiok»butt shingles and 
over 10 per ©ent with those of laniform-thickness 
cross sections (Figures 7S# 73 and 74), 
©• There is no significant reduction in the bend­
ing resistanoe of unifona-thieknoss shingles# 
either hex or square tab# when the nails are 
plaeed up to one inch higher than the specified 
5-5/8 inches (Figures^ 75 and 74)» 
*15 6< 
4# From tli© <i«tail®<i analysis of th© effect of terapei*-
atwe l®ir©2. on binding realstano® the following concluslona 
w«r® draTOS 
a« There is a non-»lin©ar relation between bending 
reaifiitanoe of asphalt shingles and temperature• 
fhe resistane# increases at a faster rate as 
the t©mp@rature_drops from 70* F than it in-
areas©® as the temperature rises from that 
point (Fig. 79). 
bi, J^ ower temperatures cause the bending resistance 
of thick-butt shingles to drop off more rapidly 
than th© other types because of more frequent 
tearing failures around the nail heads (Pig. 76), 
c«. The advantage in bending performance of 
imlform*thickness shingles over thick-butt 
types increases as the teirQ3©rature drops from 
85 to SS" F (Figures 76, 77 and 78). 
Si, From the standpoint of overall weight of asphalt 
shingles there is a highly significant correlation between 
it and the initial bending resistance with a somewhat 
lower correlation with the resistance after five bends# 
which indicates that factors other than mere weight affect 
the ability of asphalt shingles to sustain bending 
stressas (Figures 80 'and 81), 
a# fh© rat© of increase of sustained bending 
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r®®istan©© with the addition of weight to 
asphalt shingles is 2,5 times greater for uniform-
thickness shingles than for the thick-butt types 
{Figure 81). 
From th® study of the effect of the various con­
stituents of asphalt shingles on bending resistance, the 
following correlations were derived,8 
a« fh# effect of the per cent of felt on sustained 
bending resistance is highly significant and 
may be represented by the following linear re­
gression equations 
T a 1.051SX 4. 56.4154 (Figure 82). 
b. fh© ©ffeot of per cent of filler in the coating 
and the total portion of mineral laatter on sus­
tained bending resistance is significant at the 
S per cent level and may be represented re­
spectively by the following linear regression / 
equations 8 
Y « -0.0872^  4. 70.8327 (Pigtare 83) 
t a -0.187SX 4- 76.6672 (Figure 84) 
7» In comparing the overall wind resisting performance 
of the various types of asphalt shingles the following con­
clusions were drawnj 
a. On a weighted basis the laniform-thickness 
shingles will resist bending stresses 23 per 
"•1S8* 
©®nt higher initially and 55 per cent higher 
after five bends than the thiok-^butt types 
(Figure 75). 
UniforsBi-thiokness asphalt ahlngles make more 
efficient us© of the materials from which they 
are ordinarily manufactured than do the thick-
butt types • (-fable 23}, 
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DISCUSSION 
It is the wrlt0T*B opinion# based on observations dur­
ing th© past ttr® jeMTB and the findings and oonoluslona of 
this Investigation J that miniwma wind resistant specifica­
tions for asphalt shingles should be set up# Such speci­
fications should applj to the design as well as the appli­
cation of the shingles# 
It is believed that a big step towards proper nailing 
would be attained if the manufacturers would mark the atrip 
shingles where the nails should be placed, fhis would do 
Mor© towards getting the proper ntmxber of nails applied in 
the right positions than all the specification sheets that 
are now placed in the bundles of shingles# 
If thick-butt shingles are to be considered as wind-
resistant roofing# the design of them should be (julte 
rigidly controlled# fhe following miniHmm specifications 
are suggested! 
1# Butt weight! IIS pounds per 108 square feet 
S» fop weights 75 per cent of the butt weight 
S# fhick portion to extend up 7 Inches from lower edge 
4« Pelt weightI 12 pounds per 108 square feet 
S. Fillers not over 35 per cent of coating by weight 
6# Total mineral} not over 50 per cent of total weight 
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Appll#4 with 8lac nails per strip shingl© 
8# Mails plaeed 5-5/8 Inches from butt ©%© 
0» Applied ov®r smooth solid deek 
-*161' 
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7J)-6"F-T/BI 
70 k 5-5/81 17 
70 6 6-5/8 
6-';/8l 17 
5/8! 2k 
~I5~ 13" 12i • 
1<! 11 ill 
Ik Ik 13« 
IS 12 111 
- 17 16s 
GITGLI/T): "U "» 
"5 k 5-5/81 16 13 
5 6 6-5/81 13 10 
5 k 6-2/8: 13 10 
5 6 k-V8: 18 15 
«=## 
11 10! 621 
total 361 29k 262 2ke 2.33i IWM 
• Shlngl* top« pait nails In banding 
55 6 5-^' 21 IH— 5/P! 
•5/!': 
.'i/8! 15 iki o2i 
'i 'ii IT 
5-5/81 15 12 11 11 
D k 6-5/5! D 6 K.5/B! 11 11 111 591 
1 totul 266 2ti3 225 
anLncla !lo. 19 
Numbar oi' bonds 1 ir-orea in poundai 
1st 2nd 3r«l lith tlthitotali 20' •' 
"m ' —fr —'mf—^ 11 ' < iu • "— 55 B 5-5/U. 
55 •< 5-.V«: 31 
55 6 b.'j/e-. 17 2k 20 17 
39 33 30 2(1 271 I 19 S3 120 I 
10 
k 6-5/0! 13 
6 k-5/6: 27 
. . -
15 14 13i 
22 20 19 la I 
U5 6 5-57bs II' 
»5 It 5-^ 3! IB 
05 6 6-5/8! 11 
1^ 5 L 6-5/fi! 10 
J5 6 k-5/8l 22 
05 6 6-1/" 
¥ij~r 
15 13 12 11: 69i 
a&il: 
Grand total 366 2U5 ZUli 222 207t I'2ln 
^171-
Appendlx E: (Cont'd) 
BBHDINO REalSTAilCE Ur ASPHALT SiUlC LES I OH rTPST 
HVS BEtfDa 4 Kra<BER OP BRirDB PTilOR TO A 'iEatSTAKGt: 01 10 I.K.. 
Shlngld No. 23 
tiumMr ol' llumDsr ot b<nCla ; avis in poundai 
5S " S'S/o 
55 4 5-5/8 
55 6 6-5/8 lii'ai 
25 22 20 19 lUi 104: 10 60 1 
23 20 lb 17 171 95j n 45 i 
22 19 17 16 151 «9I 31 ! 
28 25 23 22 Sli 1191 7 30 120 i 
:f§ ip l]t] 
fSroV 
70 k 5-5/0 
70 6 u-5/U 
70 k 6.5/U 
70 6 k-v/B 
70 6 2-l/e 
tE 13 1^1 vlt 12 1 n 15 13 12 12i 69t 12 1 
17 15 13 12 121 691 • 10 ! 
16 13 12 11 H: 6^ ,! 7 1 
20 16 15 14 14s 791 25 ! 
1!^ lUi U ri i2^! ^^ 
bs b 5-5/H 
85 h 5-5/0 
tj5 6 e-g'e 
US 4 6-5/8 
85 6 4-5/9 0', 6 2-1/9 
it It I! m '^|j rt 
lit 11 10 ij 9i 54i i ' 
13 11 9 9 OI 5UI 2 I 
14 11 10 9 Ol 52i 31 
16 13 12 11 in 63! H 1 
' ii a a if il; .^i! ^4 
HUBber ol' NunW or bends < Sun i/'Oree In pounda; 
55 6 5-5/8 
55 4 6-5/e 
55 I 6-1/8 
55 4 6-5/8 
55 6 4-5/8 
55 6 6-1/B 
23 21 20 lb 17! 991 11 61 i 
24 21 19 IB 171 991 9 64 I 
22 19 17 15 15l 88: 21 ! 
22 19 17 16 151 091 24 I il 1^  ^ Xv, ^^  
 ^b !i.ye 
70 4 5-5/8 
70 6 6-5/8 
70 4 6-5/8 
70 6 4-S/« 
70 6 2-i/y 
—15 ifc d 15 T 
IB 16 15 14 131 761 19 : 
19 16 14 13 13l 75: 16 I 
17 13 12 11 101 63: 4 1 
17 15 14 IJ 12! 711 10 : 
ul il 7^ W- Itjb!  ^
H5 b ?:5/a 
U5 k 5-5/0 
b5 ? 6-5/8 
:r/§ 
05 6 6-1/8 
-1^  il -I§ fS 3 ! 
14 11 10 10 9s 51t: 3 I 
14 11 10 10 54: 3 : 
12 10 9 9 8t iio: 2 1 
Ut 12 11 10 lOi 57: 4 ! 
' it £j iS 4<. ,^1 H 
Orftnd total gqi; SbU as? 2kOt liiOfe i I ta? 279 gtife 21x1 ZtSt l»ll 
HumbQF of 
teat 
55 b 5.-y/D 5'^ k 5-2/6 
55 6 6-V'J 
55 k 6-^ 8 
55 6 
?•; 6 Q.ye 
1 jt'oT-QO iri pounda: 
7C-5~FW 
3 k 5-5/; 
J 6 &-;>/• 
206 TTTfc 5-5yH 05 IT 
H5 6 6-5/8 1> 6-5/8 U5 6 K-SYS 
Sub-to 
11 111 65s 
5=1= 
13 12 11 
T&--
»" 3S: 
1461 IC 
a Total lt06 33<> 3'0 2fl2 260; 1592 5 
6 ?.5/d 
iiuir/^  
tH-I: 
iMi 
es k 5-5/8 
C5 S o-g'8 
?5 ll 6-'.-/8 
as 6 I+-5/8 AS 6 6-1/N 
#« 
15 lit 14: 
10 15 lit 13 13l 73i 
20 17 16 15 litf >52: 
17 15 lit 13 12j 71t 
t tqS 35U ni g9ilil7Q7; 
16) 106t 
24J 135J 13 
22t 1231 * 
Numtsar ol numoer oL' benda ! aum liorce in pounds: 
55 4 5-5/0 
55 6 6.^ 0 
55 4 6-5/8 
55 Z k-5/e 
•J? 6.6-1(0 
35 2« -^ b 'A 22i 154s B if by t 
35 19 10 0 6! 781 3«i 
20 9 0 7 61 501 2iH 
16 9 7 0 61 44s 2»i 
40 34 30 29 29l 161: 16 40 135 1 
ij? lis »i Bk 4\ dLl ^ b t-ha 
70 4 5-5/8 
70 6 6-5/8 
70 4 6-5/8 
70 6 ii-5/8 
70 6 6-1/8 
^ A ?y iS I?! i^ s 4 !}tj I 
26 IB 15 13 12! '^ 41 e»l 
15 9 7 6 '51 42s 2«l 
13 7 6 5 5i 36, 201 
30 24 22 21 201 1171 14 uO ! 
ill U kl 7k H J?. ^ 
ai b a-s/ii 
B5 h 5-5/0 
H5 6 o-ya 
05 If 6-5/fi 
15 6 k-5/e 
i!5 6 6-1/8 
'It !b it I'i ill Ms 5-t 
20 14 12 11 lOi 67! 4»: 
11 6 5 4 4i •^ O! 1"! 
10 5 4 4 3! 26i liT 
24 20 iti 17 loi 95: 6 24 ! 
' i S  a  it ^8 tZ! N 
Grand total tilb 296 2^ 9 217 1991 1 
i^totay 20T ISy 
11 10: 65! 
pouHoTT 
j; 
55 6 5-5/Bi 
55 k 5-5/01 
55 6 6.S>Bi 
55 i 6.?/Si 
70 k 5-5/81 
70 6 6-5/81 
to L b-lVOi 
70 6 4-5/0. 
70 6 6-I/O1 
srrj" B; ' 
'•5 4 5-V8! BS 6 6-'5/'LS 
'-5 V 6-5/8. 
or bends 
h 2nd r^d Jith = . . 
3 23;—TJ '^1 •^ gflS 116^ -
'( 2'i 23 22 21t 
Tf 'S 'Hi 
16 IS 14 X4, 79: 
lit 13 12 12: 6Ci 
it/Si 
21 15 18 g j| a 
1? n 10 
5tj»total; 20-. 
il 
•' T7 • ''TPi TSr 
19 1«! IU4; 
%#! 
.8 4\ m-
•'-.7 2LDI 2V; 
